Hollywood Wives - Carlton International

CINEMATOGRAPHER AND DIRECTOR SPANS

This fascinating feature documentary focuses on one of Hollywood’s most celebrated filmmakers whose career as a Cinematographer and Director spans that surrounded his short life.

HANK WILLIAMS AND EVALUATE THE MYTHS

Documentary pledges to unearth the true footage and new interviews, this through rediscovered performance giving them back a taste of their own medicine!

KIRBY: RIGHT BACK AT YA!

Children (100 x 30’ available in total) 48 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now Kirby, that pink protector Warpstar knight-in-training, returns with 48 all-new episodes. When the diabolical King Dedede conjures up all his maniacal monsters, Kirby inhales their powers and gives them back a taste of their own medicine!

ULTIMATE MUSCLE

Children (77 x 30’ available in total) 26 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now The ultimate animated series that has lots of action, laughs, super heroes, zany stories and wild characters returns with 26 new outrageous episodes.

THE WINX CLUB

Children (26 x 30’ available in total) 26 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now

The stars of this most exciting comedy adventure series.

10 FRANCS

10 Francs, 28 rue de l’Erquere, Paris, F-75020, France. Tel: 33.1.48.74.43.77. Fax: 33.1.48.74.82.65. 10francs@10francs.fr, www.10francs.fr

Company Type: distributor
At MIP-TV: Guy Knafo (General Manager); Acquisition Executive: Maïa Dupré (Sales Executive) Office: Stand H4-35, Tel: 33.6.63.72.24.05

I DON’T KNOW JACK

Documentary/Movie Stars (52, 58 et 80 min)
Language: English
Director: Chris Leavens
Producer: Next Step Studios Cast: Featuring Jack Nance, David Lynch, Dennis Hopper, Catherine Coulson, etc.
Delivery Status: completed Year of Production: 2001, Country of Origin: USA A fascinating documentary on the life, career and brutal death of JACK NANCE, the star of DAVID LYNCH’S cult-film ERASERHEAD. Rare footage of the actor, interviews with Dennis Hopper, Lynch.

AMERICAN EUNCHS

Documentary/Society (52 min)
Language: English
Director: Gian-Claudio Guiducci & Franco Sacchi Producer: Divine Films Delivery Status: completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Italy Each year in the USA, hundreds of men choose to be castrated. Why? Who are they? What does it say of our society, the medical system and human complex sexuality?

SKIN STORIES

Documentary/Civilizations (52 min)
Language: English
Director: Emiko Omori Producer: Pacific Islanders in Communications Delivery Status: completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA Every tattoo has a story. They are clues to the mystery of ourselves, as they are a way to honor the past and to preserve a culture for the future.

MAGICALLY SIMPLE

Series/Science & Knowledge (300 x 26 min)
Language: French, English, Spanish, Japanese, Italian, Cantonese, Finnish, Arabic
Director: Misc.
Producer: Riff Delivery Status: completed Year of Production:1995/2004 Country of Origin: France Every week, Fred, Jamy and Sabine go exploring aboard their lab truck and explain us the unusual and spectacular world in which we live. In France, the series make 28% marketshares!

SKIN STORIES

Documentary (52 minutes)
Language: English
Director: James Anderson (Publicity and Marketing Manager), Erin Silber (Manager International), Thomas J. Kenney (Managing Director International), Jennifer Lawlor (European Marketing Manager), Erin Silber (Manager International Program Sales) Office: R 31.21

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

Children (78 x 30’ available in total) 26 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now

Somewhere in the universe, witches and fairies begin a battle in the name of good and evil. Bloom and her girl friends are the stars of this most exciting comedy adventure series.

4KIDS ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

4KIDS Entertainment, Inc., 1414 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019 USA. Tel: 212.754.5482. Fax: 212.754.5481
At MIP-TV: Alfred R. Kahn (Chairman & CEO), Brian Lacey (Executive VP International), Thomas J. Kenney (Executive VP), Simon Philips (Managing Director International), Jennifer Lawlor (European Marketing Manager), Erin Silber (Manager International Program Sales) Office: R 31.21

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

Children (78 x 30’ available in total) 26 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now

They’re back... and bigger and better than ever with awesome adventures and irreverent humor.

YU-GI-OH!

Follows the story of Yugi, a smaller than average high school student - and an easy target for bullies.

POKÉMON

Animated Series (364 x 30’ available in total) 52 new episodes
Produced by: 4Kids Productions Status: Available now POKÉMON. One simple word encompasses so much. This entertainment phenomenon continues with 52 exciting new adventures - an exciting seventh season.
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MOYLE
Documentary (1 x 50’)
Joy, anxiety, spirituality, laughter and sense of belonging is experienced by family and community when they are joined by the ‘moyle’ or ‘mohel’ who still performs the nearly 4000 year-old ritual of circumcision.

LETTERS FROM A SERIAL KILLER
Documentary (1 x 60’)
A one-hour documentary exploring the criminal investigation into the complex personality of a serial killer.

GLIDE
Documentary (1 x 60’)
A magical river journey set to music. Experience the flora and fauna of the Weeci Wachee River.

HEALTH PALACES
Series
Delivery Status: In Production
In the mystical land of the yogi the team combines in-depth practical knowledge with a flair for great action.

ADVANTAGE MEDIA GROUP
Advantage Media Group, 4298 Bright Bay Way, Ellicott City, MD 21042 USA. Tel: 410.465.0532. Fax: 410.992.8063.

At MIP-TV: Michael P. du Monceau (President) Director: Shawn Seet Producer: Sue Seeary Cast: Jon Donovan Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia

Under the make-up, behind the glamour - the teary, dramatic and true stories of six young Australians, trying to make it big in the most famous dance hall of them all.

GOLF’S GREATEST BASICS, PERIOD

At MIP-TV: Nick Davatse (President & CEO, A+E Television Networks), Steve Ronson (Senior Vice President, AETN Enterprises), Maria D. Komedakis (Senior Vice President, International Operations), Michael Katz (Vice President Programming & Production, International), Isabelle Hen-Wolflmarcher (Vice President, Marketing, International), Simon Pollock (vice President & Managing Director, Europe & Asia)

ISLAND - CATALINA
Hollywood’s Magical Island - Catalina
Language: English

Get a first-hand glimpse of Hollywood’s Magic Isle, the playground for the stars. The film captures the mystical splendors, natural beauty and romance of Santa Catalina Island.

JUSTICE IN THE SUN
Music (39 x 50’)
Blending Afro-American jazz with the sounds of calypso and reggae, musicians of the Caribbean Islands are featured performing in picturesque settings around the Caribbean.

ISLAND STYLEE
Travel (18 x 30’)
Magazine style travel show around the Caribbean and US destinations. Interchangeable segments can be reformatted with individually tailored wraparounds to suit network.

GOLF’S GREATEST BASICS, PERIOD
How-To (3 x 60’)
Putting, Grip, Shipping, Pitching, Greenside Bunkers, Short Irons, Mid-Irons, Long Irons, Fairway Woods, and Driving are covered in this instructional series.

BUILDER’S EYE
How-To Series
From historic renovations to cutting edge interior design and everything in between - the team combines in-depth practical knowledge with a flair for great action.

BREAKING VEGAS
Documentary / Movie Tie-In (1 x 1.5 hours)
Language: English

In the midst of the go-go eighties and nineties, a group of overachieving MIT students join a clandestine organization – an underground blackjack club.

MOULIN ROUGE GIRLS
Factual (4 x 27 min)
Language: English
Director: Mark Gould Producer: Mark Gould Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia

Under the make-up, behind the glamour - the teary, dramatic and true stories of six young Australians, trying to make it big in the most famous dance hall of them all.

ADVANCE MEDIA GROUP
Advantage Media Group, 4298 Bright Bay Way, Ellicott City, MD 21042 USA. Tel: 410.465.0532. Fax: 410.992.8063.

At MIP-TV: Michael P. du Monceau (President) Director: Shawn Seet Producer: Sue Seeary Cast: Jon Donovan Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia

Get a first-hand glimpse of Hollywood’s Magic Isle, the playground for the stars. The film captures the mystical splendors, natural beauty and romance of Santa Catalina Island.

JUSTICE IN THE SUN
Music (39 x 50’)
Blending Afro-American jazz with the sounds of calypso and reggae, musicians of the Caribbean Islands are featured performing in picturesque settings around the Caribbean.

ISLAND STYLEE
Travel (18 x 30’)
Magazine style travel show around the Caribbean and US destinations. Interchangeable segments can be reformatted with individually tailored wraparounds to suit network.

GOLF’S GREATEST BASICS, PERIOD
How-To (3 x 60’)
Putting, Grip, Shipping, Pitching, Greenside Bunkers, Short Irons, Mid-Irons, Long Irons, Fairway Woods, and Driving are covered in this instructional series.

BUILDER’S EYE
How-To Series
From historic renovations to cutting edge interior design and everything in between - the team combines in-depth practical knowledge with a flair for great action.

MOYLE
Documentary (1 x 50’)
Joy, anxiety, spirituality, laughter and sense of belonging is experienced by family and community when they are joined by the ‘moyle’ or ‘mohel’ who still performs the nearly 4000 year-old ritual of circumcision.

LETTERS FROM A SERIAL KILLER
Documentary (1 x 60’)
A one-hour documentary exploring the criminal investigation into the complex personality of a serial killer.

GLIDE
Documentary (1 x 60’)
A magical river journey set to music. Experience the flora and fauna of the Weeci Wachee River.

HEALTH PALACES
Series
Delivery Status: In Production
In the mystical land of the yogi the team combines in-depth practical knowledge with a flair for great action.
ISLANDS WITHOUT FRONTIERS
Wildlife Documentary (52’)
Language: English
Director: Andrea Maggi
Producer: Aldeabra Productions
Co-Production Partners: NDR - NaturaFilm
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: USD 200.000
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Italy
The world’s first international maritime nature reserve in one of Europe’s most exclusive tourist areas: the Straits of Bonafacio between Corsica and Sardinia.

ALL3MEDIA INTERNATIONAL
ALL3MEDIA International, 87-91 Newman Street, Fifth Floor, London W1T 3EY England. Tel: 44(0)207.907.0150. Fax: 44(0)207.907.0160. www.all3media.com, international@all3media.com
At MIP-TV: Louise Petersen (Managing Director), Liza Thompson (Senior Sales Executive), Peter Grant (Senior Sales and Marketing Executive), Maartje Horchner (Acquisitions Executive), Gemma Wardle (Sales Executive), Office: 23.02

BRITAINS BIGGEST BROOD
Observational Documentary (1 x 60’)
Language: English
Producer: North One Television
Delivery Status: Completed
Meet Ian and Sue Povey, married for 25 years, and parents to their 15 children! A candid look into the daily lives of Britain’s biggest family.

HAWKING
Drama (1 x 90’)
Language: English
Producer: BBC
Key Cast: Benedict Cumberbatch, Lisa Dillon, Michael Brandon
Delivery Status: Completed
A prestigious new BBC drama, in a similar vein to A Beautiful Mind, based on the life of Stephen Hawking, best selling author of A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME.

ULTIMATE FORCE SERIES 3
(4 x 90’ or 60’)
Director: English
Producer: Bentley Productions
Delivery Status: In Development
A new series of the action packed drama focusing on the challenges of a top SAS troop, starring Ross Kemp.

SERIOUS ARCTIC
Kids Reality (10 x 30’)
Language: English
Producer: BBC
Delivery Status: In Production
Continuing the successful and award winning ‘Serious’ strand, this time 8 more adventurous volunteers, ages between 12 and 15, travel to one of the worlds most stunning, and hostile, environments.

ALLIANCE ATLANTIS
Type of Company: Seller, Buyer, Co-producer, Broadcaster
Status at market: Seller, Buyer, Co-producer, Broadcaster
At MIP-TV: Ted Ridley (President, Distribution, Entertainment Group), Peter Worsley (Managing Director, International Factual Distribution, Entertainment Group), Ken Faier (President, Production and Distribution, Children’s Television, Entertainment Group), Philippe Renouard (VICE President, Production and Distribution, Latin America, Entertainment Group)
Office: Stand G3.14, Tel: 33.4.92.99.8348
DISTANT DRUMMING: A NORTH OF 60 MYSTERY
Drama (1 x 90 Minutes)
Cast: Tina Keeper, Tom Jackson, Dakota House, George Leach, Jennifer Podemski
Lynx River is a town divided when Chief Tereve Temia decides to establish an all: Native police force and dump the RCMP.

THE ELEVENTH HOUR
Dramatic Series (26 x 1 Hour)
Cast: Shawn Doyle, Waneta Storms, Jeff Seymour and Tanya Reid with Sonja Smits.
CSI:Miami
http://www.cbs.com/primetime/csi_miami/
Dramatic Crime Series (48 x 1 Hour)
Cast: David Caruso, Emily Procter, Adam Rodriguez, Khaldi Alexander and Rory Cochrane
A fast-paced drama inspired by the top-rated series CSI: CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION that follows a South Florida team of forensic investigators and has become the highest rated new drama in the U.S.

CSI:CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
www.cbs.com/primetime/csi/
Dramatic Crime Series (93 x 1 Hour)
Cast: William Petersen, Marg Helgenberger, Gary Dourdan, George Eads, Jorja Fox, Paul Guilfoyle, Eric Szmanda and Robert David Hall
There’s no shortage of clues as to why CSI:CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION is the most watched show on U.S. television.

DA VINCIS INQUEST
www.davincisinquest.com/main.html
Dramatic Crime Series (78 x 1 Hour)
Cast: Nicholas Campbell, Sue Mathew, Donnelly Rhodes, Venus Terzo, Ian Tracey, Gwynyth Walsh, Robert Wisden
DA VINCIS INQUEST uses the diagnostic tools of a big-city coroner to explore the deadly riddles of urban life - and find the killer.

COLD SQUAD
www.coldsquad.com
Dramatic Police Series (98 x 1 Hour)
Cast: Julie Stewart, Gregory Calpakis, Joely Collins, Garry Chalk, Matthew Bennett, Sonja Bennett and Tahmoh Penikett
The COLD SQUAD was a burial ground for burnt out investigators and unsolved crimes. That was before homicide detective Ali McCormick came on board.

BLUE MURDER
www.bluemurder.tv
Dramatic Crime Series (52 x 1 Hour)
Cast: Joel Keller, Jeremy Ratchford, Mimi Kuzyk, Tamara Hickey and Benzo Antoine
This stylish crime-drama series chronicles the efforts of an elite big-city investigative unit to solve complex, high-profile, often messy crimes.

POKO
Stop-Motion Animation Series (32 x 30 Minutes)
POKO is a light-hearted and humorous, preschool stop-motion animation series that follows a fun-loving three-year-old, POKO.

PEEP & THE BIG WIDE WORLD
Animated Series (26 x 30 Minutes)
POKO

SERIOUS ARCTIC: A FAST-PACED CRIME SERIES
Wide-Eyed flash animation series that follows a group of eight young kids as they explore a world of magic, mystery and adventure. POKO.

SAFE
Thriller (120 minutes)
Language: French
Director: utilisateurs

WEDDING NIGHT
Drama (92 minutes)
Language: French w/English subtitles
Director: Emile Caudrelle
Producer: Denise Robert
Principal Cast: Francois Morency, Genevieve Brouillette
Production status: Completed

SAFE
Drama (92 minutes)
Language: French
Director: utilisateurs

VOXET / INFERNO
Science Fiction (90 minutes)
Language: German / English
Director: Michael Pohl / Paul Kouzoulides
Producer: Clarens Goldmann / Teun Hiltj
Principal Cast: Harry Krugger, Jnr. / Sanjeev Bhaskar
Production status: Completed

AMERICA VIDEO FILMS S A
America Video Films S A, Verrey Loreto 2426, Capital Federal, 1426 Rep. Argentina. Tel: 54.11.4787.9098 / 9101. Fax: 5411.4787.9094. americavideo@cinemafilms.com
At MIP-TV: Enrique Maya (President), Freddie Hancock (Adviser)

Ciao Bella - CBC
Prod 100% French
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ARTIST VIEW ENTERTAINMENT
Artview Entertainment, 12590 Riverside Drive, Ste. 201, North Hollywood, CA 91607 USA. Tel: 818.752.2480. Fax: 818.752.9319. www.artviewent.com, artview@earthlink.net
At MIP-TV: Scott J. Jones (President), Jay E. Joyce (Vice President)
Office: Palais des Festivals, Stand No. 04, 19, Tel: 33.49.92.8020
TWO LOVERS AND A WEDDING
Romantic Adventure (90 min)
Cast: Esai Morales, A. Martinez, Valeria Andrews, Charlotte Ayanna, Rosanna DeSoto
Year of Production: 2004
A week before her marriage, a woman injures a man in a car accident. As she helps nurse him back to health, she begins to doubt the course her life is taking. Her father, a powerful dictator, is far from pleased with the change of plans.
MOTO X KIDS
Family Adventure (90 min)
Cast: Lorenzo Lamas, Alana Austin, Dan Haggerty and Gary Busey
Year of Production: 2004
Evil Hansom, a champion motocross coach, sets his sites on a personal challenge - saving his friends local dirt track from a ruthless businessman.
THE KISS
Drama (90 min)
Cast: Eliza Dushku, Terence Stamp, Francoise Surel, Buzzy Zane, Ilenna Douglass
Year of Production: 2003
A book editor stumbles across a gem of a novel, a passionate love story set in Paris. But there is one problem – the final chapter is missing.
THE ELIMINATOR
Action (90 min)
Cast: Michael Rooker, Bas Rutten, Marco Rass
Year of Production: 2003
A former Navy SEAL puts himself thrown into a deadly game of survival with five other players while being hunted for sport.
THE VAULT
Action (90 min)
Cast: Laci Stabro, Bas Rutten, Diana Lee Inosanto, Paul Logan
Year of Production: 2004
A band of mercenaries take over the city's largest museum to steal its most prized possession, "The Star of Nefertiti." They did not count on the World's best jewel being there for the same job.
ARTWORKS
Thriller (90 min)
Cast: Virginia Madsen, Rich Rossovich, Daniel von Bargen
Year of Production: 2003
A police chief's daughter, a sales agent for a home-security firm, meets an art gallery owner. Love and envy lead them to hatch a plot to steal overlooked but valuable paintings from her wealthy clients.
UNSHACKLED
Thriller (95 min)
Cast: Stacy Keach, Morgan Fairchild, James Black, Burgess Jenkins
Year of Production: 2003
Based on a true story of Harold Morris, Two prison inmates must push aside their indifferences towards each other if they are to survive the cruel and dangerous prison world.
ONE OF THEM
Horror (90 min)
Cast: Richard Anthony Crema, Kelly Carmichael, Brian Sheridan, Erin Byun
Year of Production: 2004
Fate takes five friends on an unexpected detour in terror as a series of sudden and violent events invade their safe world.
ARIZONA SUMMER
Family Adventure (90 min)
Cast: Morgan Fairchild, Lee Majors, Greg Evigan
Year of Production: 2004
In this family adventure, a lovable group of characters play and laugh their way through an unforgettable time at summer camp.
ATLAS MEDIA CORP.
At MIP-TV: Bruce David Klein (President & Executive Producer), Maria Lane (Senior Vice President, Programming), Karen Hanley (Head of New Business Development), Emi Macua (Development Executive)
Office: YOUNG, SEXY & SPOILED
Documentary Special (60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Meet the hot new generation of sensational provocateurs who keep the tabloids busy and an entourage scrambling at their every beck and call.
DR. G., MEDICAL EXAMINER
Every 'Body' Has A Story
Documentary Series (15 x 60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
"Every body has a story." - One of America's top female medical examiners solves with her team the medical mysteries of life and death, working daily to ease the suffering of loved ones.
REALEASY BEACH
Reality Game Show Series (13 x 30 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Unpredictable reality game show brings plenty of surprises and challenges to unsuspecting beach-goers on their favorite beaches.
BRAGGING RIGHTS
Reality Game Show Series (13 x 30 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Prepare for the ultimate grudge match, as tough guys duke it out in this reality game show competition!
TRAVEL/ADVENTURE
COLLECTION
Documentary Specials (7 x 60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Series of seven specials travels the world in search of the outrageous, the extravagant, and the visually stunning.
Titles include:
CAUGHT: THE ICE CHEST
Murder
Docudrama Specials (60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Weaving cinematic reenactments with compelling verité footage, a gripping docudrama reveals the crucial mistakes that helped investigators unravel a high-profile murderer’s “perfect crime.”
ALIEN ABDUCTION: THE MYSTERY UNRAVELED
UNRAVELING THE MYSTERY OF ALIEN ABDUCTION
Docudrama Specials (60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Explore the boundaries of human imagination and reveal the fascinating phenomena of sleep paralysis - the cutting-edge scientific explanation for the experience of "alien abductions."

BEYOND DISTRIBUTION
At MIP-TV: Mr. Eliot M Cohen (Managing Director), Ms. Joanne Goldring-Cohen (Director)
Office: AMI GROUP
At MIP-TV: Mr. Eliot M Cohen (Managing Director), Ms. Joanne Goldring-Cohen (Director)
Office: AFRICAN ODYSSEY
(13 x 30 min)
Blazing sunsets, vast landscapes, scorching deserts, great rivers, waterfalls and mountains; lush deltas, huge dunes, palm fringed beaches, and shimmering salt pans. African presents a colourful palette and broad canvas for noted photographer Robin Taylor.
EXTREME BLOOPERS
(60 min)
Highly entertaining programme of bloopers including some painful and surprising incidents. Produced by noted photographer Robin Taylor.
B R A G G I N G  R I G H T S
Reality Game Show Series (13 x 30 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Prepare for the ultimate grudge match, as tough guys duke it out in this reality game show competition!
TRAVEL/ADVENTURE
COLLECTION
Documentary Specials (7 x 60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Series of seven specials travels the world in search of the outrageous, the extravagant, and the visually stunning.
Titles include:
CAUGHT: THE ICE CHEST
Murder
Docudrama Specials (60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Weaving cinematic reenactments with compelling verité footage, a gripping docudrama reveals the crucial mistakes that helped investigators unravel a high-profile murderer’s “perfect crime.”
ALIEN ABDUCTION: THE MYSTERY UNRAVELED
UNRAVELING THE MYSTERY OF ALIEN ABDUCTION
Docudrama Specials (60 min)
Country of Origin: USA
Explore the boundaries of human imagination and reveal the fascinating phenomena of sleep paralysis - the cutting-edge scientific explanation for the experience of “alien abductions.”

Beyond Distribution
At MIP-TV: Mr. Eliot M Cohen (Managing Director), Ms. Joanne Goldring-Cohen (Director)
Office:
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PILOT GUIDES - SERIES 9

Adventure & Travel (13 x 1 hr - Total
117 x 1 hr)
Language: English
Producer: Pilot Film And Television
Productions
Delivery Status: Completed

The latest series of the most popular travel programme on the planet! This multi-
award winning travel series features the world’s most exotic, spectacular, bizarre,
entertaining, engaging and enriching out-of-the-way places.

BFC BERLINER FILM
COMPANIE PRODUCTIONS
GBMH

BFC Berliner Film Company
Productions GmbH, Themenmediaeu,
Johannistraße 20, 10117 Berlin
Germany. www.bfc.net. Tel: 49.030.72.619.4621. Fax: 49.030.72.619.4647
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: David Simon (Executive
Consultant, North America)
Office: No booth

SHADOW OF THE ELVES
Animated/2D Series (26 x 24 min)
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: Germany
Within the Meadowlands exists a
microscopic kingdom, where peaceful
fairies and comical trolls must fight to
keep their realm from being captured by the
evil elfin king, Lord Kahn.

ALTAIR IN STARLAND
Animated/2D Series (52 x 12 min)
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: Germany
Altair, a young boy growing up in the
unusual world of the Starish people sets
off on zany adventures in Starland, an
extraordinary group of islands in the sky
filled with surreal houses and eccentric
people.

MISSION ODYSSEY
Animated/2D Series (26 x 24 min)
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: Germany
"Mission Odyssey" is the classic tale of
Ulysses, whose attempts to return home to
Ithaca after defeating the Trojans are
thwarted when Poseidon sends him and
band of warriors to the edges of the world.

ADVENTURERS MASTER OF TIME
Animated/2D Series (26 x 24 min)
Year of Production: 2003
When four students upload themselves
by the way of time continuum software,
they are whisked back through the ages
on a desperate search for their missing
computer professor.

BLACK DIAMOND LTD
Black Diamond Ltd, Bedford Chambers,
The Picadilly, Covent Garden, London,
WC2E SHA UK. Tel: 44.7240.4071. Fax: 44.7836.6339.
Company Type: producer/distributor
At MIP-TV: Guy Chambers (MD),
Brendan Kelly (Head of Television)
Office: Stand 12.20

MORONIC
Lifestyle (13 x 30)
Language: English
Delivery Status: in production
Commissioned by Men and Motors,
watch as our ‘stars’ attempt mad stunts
with predictably painful results.

GADGETS ’N’ STUFF
Lifestyle, Mashhead Programme (13 x 30)
Language: English
Delivery Status: complete
Gadgets ’N Stuff is a mashhead
programming series commissioned by the
UK channel Bravo.

OUCH THAT HAD TO HURT
Clips programme (13 x 30)
Language: English
Delivery Status: in production
Motorized mayhem featuring prime crash
footage backed by a turbo fuelled rock
soundtrack.

GOLF CALIFORNIA
Light entertainment series (13x30 mins)
Language: English
Delivery Status: completed
Sponsored by United Airlines and the
Golf Owners Association of California,
this series tours the golf courses and
beauty spots of California.

BREAKTHROUGH ENTERTAINMENT
INC.
Breakthrough Entertainment Inc., 122
Sherbourne Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5A 2R4. Tel: 416.766.5588.
Fax: 416.769.1436. distribution@breakthroughfilms.com,
www.breakthroughfilms.com
At MIP-TV: Ira Levy (Executive
Producer), Kevin Gillis (Executive
Producer), Jim Erickson (Executive
Producer), Sarah Adams (Head of
Development ), Tanya Kelen (Head of
Distribution)
Office: 00.01, Telefilm Canada Pavilion,
Tel: 33.4.92.98.83.56. Fax: 33.4.92.98.83.57

ATOMIC BETTY
Animation (26 x 30’)
Language: English / French
Directors: Mauro Casalese, Virginie
Jallot
Producers: Kevin Gillis, Ira Levy, Trevor
Bently, Rob Davies, Philippe Allessandri,
Peter Williamson
Cast: Taja Isen, Len Carlson, Rick
Miller, Bruce Hunter, Colin Fox
Production company: Breakthrough
Films and Television Inc., Atomic
Cartoons, Telemides Kids, and Fresh

Country of origin: Canada / France Co-
Production
Betty is a little girl who lives with a big
secret. She lives a double life as an Intergalactic Guardian Angel and
Defender of the Universe! Sold in over 40
countries including The Cartoon
Network USA.

MISSION BG
Animation (26 x 30’)
Language: English / French
Producers: Kevin Gillis, Ira Levy, Robert
Rea, Marie-Pierre Moulinjeune, Peter
Williamson

Product company: Breakthrough
Films and Television Inc., Ellipse
Status of project: In Production
Country of origin: Canada / France Co-
Production
Adapted from famous books in France,
Miss BG is a precocious seven year-old
girl whose world completely changes
when her new baby brother, George
comes into the family.

KIDSWORLD SPORTS
Live Action /Animation (26 x 30’)
Language: English / French
Production company: Breakthrough
Films and Television Inc., Telemages
Producers: Kevin Gillis, Ira Levy, Peter
Williamson, Philippe Allessandri
Status of project: In Production
Country of origin: Canada / France Co-
Production
With an animated host, young audiences
will be entertained with every episode
that features two kids who are striving
for excellence in their chosen sport.

LOOK WHO’S COOKING NOW!
Factual Entertainment (13 x 30’)
Language: English
Production company: Breakthrough
Films and Television Inc.
Producers: Jim Erickson, Ira Levy, Peter
Williamson
Status of project: In Production
Country of origin: Canada / France Co-
Production
Look Who’s Cooking Now! - An
entertaining series where every episode
features a complete klutz in the kitchen
who is nominated by friends or family to
be transformed from a cooking disaster
into a surprise chef!

EXCHANGING VOWS
Factual Entertainment (12 x 60’)
Language: English
Production company: Breakthrough
Films and Television Inc.
Producers: Jim Erickson, Ira Levy, Peter
Williamson
Cast: Host: Andrea Bain
Status of project: Completed 2004
Country of origin: Canada
A new twist to wedding shows where
engaged couples plan each other’s
weddings! Will the couple be able to
agree on all the plans? New in a series
exploring body parts, with predictably
painful results.

HOPE AND FAITH
Comedy (30 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Gil Junger
Producer: Joanna Johnson, Guymon
Casady, Emile Levitsieth, Michael
Edelstein and Gil Junger

Country of origin: US
Stay-at-home mom, Hope’s busy
suburban life is interrupted when her
friend Faith’s daytime soap opera
character is suddenly killed-off on “The
Sacred and the Sinful” and she flee's
Hollywood to seek refuge in suburbia.

BUENA VISTA
INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION (BVITV)
Buena Vista International Television (BVITV), 3 Queen
Caroline Street, Hammersmith, London W6 9PE UK. Tel:
44.20.8222.1000. Fax: 44.20.8222.1620. www.bvitv.com
At MIP-TV: David Hulbert (President,
Walt Disney Television Intl), Tom
Toumazis (Senior Vice President &
Managing Director BVITV EMEA),
Alison Homewood (Vice President,
Sales, BVITV EMEA), Steve Macallister
(Vice President and General Manager,
BVITV Asia Pacific), Fernando Barbosa
Vice President, Sales, BVITV Latin
America)
Office: A0.21, Tel: 33.492.99.85.22
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**MIPTV PRODUCT GUIDE**

**MYSERY ENCOUNTERS**
Documentary (13 x 30)
Language: English
Producer: Outdoor Life Network / Bosch Media

**THE BLUE RAINBOW: THE WEAVING TREASURES**
Kids (6-9) (43 x 30')
The Blue Rainbow is a place where children are invited to open up creatively, to explore a rich variety of everyday relationships, and to enhance their sense of autonomy.

**SKIER’S WORLD 9**
Sport / travel (1 x 30’) ongoing
Shot around the world, this series reveals the unique, fun and exciting skier’s destinations worldwide.

**BLUE RAINBOW: THE WEAVING TREASURES**
Kids (6-9) (43 x 30')
The Blue Rainbow is a place where children are invited to open up creatively, to explore a rich variety of everyday relationships, and to enhance their sense of autonomy.

**THE ABSENT PHALLUS**
Feature length (1 x 90')
An award winning feature film. Men. Sex. Make-up. There are some things that friends shouldn’t share.

**CARLTON INTERNATIONAL MEDIA LTD**
Carlton International Media Ltd, 48 Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7FB, United Kingdom. Tel: 44.207.491.1441. Fax: 44.207.493.7677. enquiries@carlinton.co.uk, www.carlinton.co.uk
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Nadine Nohr (Managing Director)
Office: R38.01, Tel: 33.4.9299.8827

**THE BRIEF**
Drama (4 x 90 minutes)
A Carlton Production for ITV1
An engaging blend of courtroom drama, suspense, intrigue and humour, starring Alan Davies (Bob & Rose) as Henry Farmer, a criminal barrister whose life is dominated.

**MURDER IN SUBURBIA**
Drama (6 x 1 hour)
A Carlton Production for ITV1
Instinctive, chaotic and street-smart Emma (Lisa Faulkner) teams up with meticulous and often stubborn Kate (Caroline Catz) to create suburbia’s sassiest female crime-busting duo.

**BED BATH AND THE CHARLIE’S ANGELS STORY**
Hollywood TV Movie (1 x 2 hours)
Jaffe/Braimstein Films in association with Carlton America for NBC
The face of television is changed forever when Farrah Fawcett, Kate Jackson and Jaclyn Smith are cast as gun-toting, karate-kicking private eyes, but behind the scenes of this pop culture phenomenon lays tension and pressure - and another story altogether.

**HOLLYWOOD WIVES**
Hollywood TV Movie (1 x 2 hours)
A Paramount Pictures and Jaffe/Braimstein Films Production in association with Carlton America for CBS
Based on Jackie Collins’ best-selling novel and starring Farrah Fawcett (Charlie’s Angels), Melissa Gilbert (Her Own Rules) and Robin Givens (Secrets) as a new generation of Hollywood women who, driven by fame, fortune and lust, lead very complicated lives.

**HILLIERMAN MYSTERIES**
Hollywood TV Movies (2 x 2 hours)
A Wildwood Enterprises and Granada Entertainment USA Production in association with WGBH/Boston for PBS, CPB and Carlton International
A TERROR OF TIME and COYOTE WAITS see our Navajo Detective duo Leaphorn (Wex Studi) and Chee (Adam Beach) working on a case that finds them following the legend of Butch Cassidy’s last stand, and investigating a mystifying series of murders.

**THE ANCIENT GREEK OLYMPICS**
Documentary (1 x 90 minutes)
A Carlton Productions and HBO co-production for Channel 4 and CBC
A compelling and evocative documentary from Anthony Thomas, exploring the Catholic Church’s insistence that its priests and religious followers should remain celibate, asking if there is a direct connection between enforced celibacy and deviant sexual behaviour.

**CIAO BELLA**
Comedy Series (8 x 30')
Language: English and French
Producer: Jacques Blain and Richard Speer
Cast: Claudia Ferri, Ellen David, Tony Calabretta, Jessica Heafey, Peter Miller, Johnny Falcone, Carl Alacchi, Louis-Philippe Dandenault and Julie Le Breton.
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
Ciao Bella is Elena’s story, a young Italian Canadian who embarks on a quest of self-discovery, upon surviving an accident. Follow Elena as she decides to live her own life. Welcome to Ciao Bella’s Little Italy.

**NAKED JOSH**
Comedy Drama Series (8 x 30')
Language: English
Executive Producer for Bravo: Frances Berwick
Producers: Jacques Blain and Richard Speer
Cast: David Julian Hirsh
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
Naked Josh is the anthology of sex and romance. A sharp, funny and touching half-hour comic drama series about the quest for true love and the cultural roadblocks that sometimes prevent us from finding it.

**SIN CITIES**
Documentary Series (3 x 60')
Language: English
Executive Producer for Bravo: Frances Berwick
Producers: Marrin Canell and Ted Remerowski
Cast: Marrin Canell and Ted Remerowski
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
Of all the remarkable events of this century, perhaps the most fascinating has been the spontaneous growth, flowering and then decay of a handful of legendary cities.

**CDC UNITED NETWORK**
CDC United Network, 127, rue Marconi 1190, Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 32.2.502.66.40. Fax: 32.2.502.66.56. sales@cdcanum.com, http://www.cdcanum.com
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Alexandre Lippens (Managing Director), Maximilian Weiner (Co-Managing Director), Audrey Allass (International Sales Manager)
Office: 11.16-13.15

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
THE BOY DAVID STORY
Documentary (1 x 89’)
Country of Origin: UK
Language: English
Producer: Anima
Sarajevo Revisited is the story of three remarkable children who grew up during the war in Bosnia.

BUTCH CASSIDY
Documentary (1 x 52’)
Language: Spanish
Producer: Anima
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Argentina
From the American Far West to the remote boundaries of Argentina, follow the life of Butch Cassidy.

THE BOY DAVID STORY
Documentary (1 x 89’)
Language: English
Director: Alex MacCall
Producer: Armac
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: UK
“The Boy David Story”, a feature length documentary filmed over a twenty-year period on the life of David Lopez, a baby abandoned in the Amazonian jungle of Peru bearing an awesome facial disfigurement.

CELLULOID DREAMS
Celluloid Dreams, 2 Rue Turgot, 75009 Paris, France. Tel: 331.4970.0370. Fax: 313.4970.0371. www.celluloiddreams.com, info@celluloiddreams.com
At MIP-TV: Sebastien Chesneau (mob: 33.61.71.39.11), Karina Korenlblum (mob: 33.60.02.34.46).
Office: Stand 02.15. Tel: 04.92.99.80.41
BLACK MORA’S ISLAND
Animation (85 Mins)
Language: French
Director: Jean-François Laguionie
Producer: Gaspard de Chavagnac, Patrick Moine
Production: Dargaud-Marina, La Fabrique, Les Films Du Triangle
Year of Production: 2003
Production Country: France
1803, Cornwall, a 15-year-old boy, nicknamed The Kid, fantasizes each evening while listening to stories from the Fox’s of Black Mor. He dreams of becoming like his hero, the notorious pirate.

ALILA
(121 Min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Amos Gitai
Producers: Michel Propper, Alain Mamou-Mani, Amos Gitai, Michael Tapach
Production companies: MP Productions, Agav Films
Year of Production: 2003
Production countries: Israel, France
A collage of several plots follows the inhabitants of an old house.

SEA OF SILENCE
Language: Dutch
Director: Sjoen Coninx
Producers: Els Vandevorst, Joke van Wierst
Production Companies: Isabella Films
Cast: Huub Stapel, Johanna Ter Steeg, Neeltje de Vree
Year of Production: 2003
Production Countries: Netherlands/Belgium
1969, Nine-year old Caro lives on a pig farm in Holland. Her catholic father can’t explain the modern world and her mother is too busy for philosophy so she converses with God.

GOOD MORNING, NIGHT
(105 Mins)
Language: Italian
Director: Marco Bellocchio
Producers: Marco Bellocchio, Sergio Pelone
Production Companies: Filmalbatros, Rai Cinema
Cast: Maya Sansa, Luigi Lo Cascio, Roberto Herlitzi
Year of Production: 2003
Production Countries: Italy
Chiara, a young woman moves into a new apartment with her boyfriend. On the surface she lives an ordinary routine.

CRIMSON GOLD
(97 Mins)
Language: Farci
Director: Jafar Panahi
Producer: Jafar Panahi
Production Companies: Jafar Panahi Productions, Lumen Films, Mikado Film
Year of Production: 2003
Production Country: Iran
A murder and a suicide occur early one morning in a jewelry store. Behind this headline lies the story of a desperate man’s feelings of humiliation in a world of social injustice.

CINAMOUR
Cinamour Entertainment, MGM Plaza
Bldg. B, 2425 Colorado Ave., Suite 320
Santa Monica, CA 90404 USA. Tel: 310.828.4772. Fax: 310.828.3343
At MIP-TV: Glen Hartford (Chairman, CEO), Cord Douglas (Pres., Distribution)
Office: TBA
U.S. BOUNTY HUNTERS
Reality series (30 x 30 min.)
In this gritty reality series, government-licensed Fugitive Recovery Agents (legal bounty hunters) track and trap runaway fugitives.

THE WORLD’S WEIRDEST FESTIVALS
Reality series (30 min.)
Improv comedian hosts Kevin and John Farley (“Best Damn Sports Show Period”) go undercover to report the bizarre antics of the world’s weirdest (and most unknown) festivals.

GURU 2 GO
Reality series (30 mins. or 60 mins)
Two Midwestern, blue-eyed yoga instructors living in West Hollywood use their Kundalini yoga techniques to diagnose and treat the physical and emotional problems of everyday people.

FISH OUT OF WATER (AKA: THE ANGLER’S TABLE)
Reality-cooking show (26 x 30 mins.)
Celebrity chefs and sport fishermen travel the world in search of the finest fish and cook them with the mouth-watering recipes.

CHEATERS
Reality (Season 4, 82 x 44 min)
Year of Production: 2004
Investigators conduct covert surveillance of adulterers and empower victimized spouses to confront their cheating husbands and wives on live television.

OUT OF THE ORDINARY
Psychic-Reality (26 x 23 min)
Year of Production: 2004
Providing unprecedented access to the miraculous acts of a proven psychic, Out Of The Ordinary features renowned psychic, Rebecca Fearing, as she takes to the streets to make metaphysical contact with everyday people.

FORBIDDEN WARRIOR
Action/Adventure Feature Film (90 min)
Year of Production: 2004
Budget: $5 million
Based on a female Asian mythical hero, follows the story of beautiful young Seki, who discovers that she is the only living person with the power to control the Gaia Zan, an all-powerful book of spells.

HARROLD ROBBINS MOW’S FEATURE FILM (80 min)
Year of Production: 2004
Based on two of Harold Robbins’ most recent releases NEVER ENOUGH and AN INDECENT AFFAIR.

CINAR
Cinar, 1055 Rene Levesque East, 9th Floor, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2L 4S5. Tel: 514.843.7070. Fax: 514.843.7080. www.cinar.com
At MIP-TV: Michael Hirsh (CEO), Toper Taylor (Head of Entertainment), Louis Fournier (Head of Distribution), Kelly Elwood (P Licensing & Merchandising), Mary Graziano (Senior Sales Executive), Nathalie Lariviere (Sales Executive), Pierre Porier (Distribution Coordinator) Office: R30.33. Tel: 33.04.92.99.88.91
DARK ORACLE
Live-Action & Animation Series (13 half-hour episodes)
Uniquely combining live action with comic book style animation, Dark Oracle follows the lives of 14-year-old fraternal twins, Cally and Lance Stone.

POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER
Live-Action & Animation Series (40 half-hour episodes)
Produced: WGBH Boston, Marc Brown Studios, and CINAR Corporation

CAILLOU’S HOLIDAY MOVIE
Animation Movie (70 minutes)
Share the warmth of the holidays with Cailou in his first feature-length movie. Cailou, a curious four-year-old, continues his journey of growing up, with a unique way of relating to the world around him.

CAILLOU
Animation Series (46 half-hour completed episodes)
Cailou is an irresistible pre-schooler who appeals to parents and children alike as they share in his daily adventures.

ARTHUR
Animation Series (10 new half-hour episodes)
(115 half-hour completed episodes)
(2 x one-hour specials)
Based on the best-selling children’s books by Marc Brown, Arthur follows the adventures of the world’s most famous aardvark, eight-year-old Arthur Read, his four-year-old sister D.W., and their family and friends.

MONA THE VAMPIRE
Animation Series (65 half-hour completed episodes)
Based on the books by Sonia Holleyman

CREEPSCHOOL
Animation Series (26 half-hour episodes)
Welcome to the school where your fears and nightmares become a hilariously
creepy reality! Ghouls in the classroom, giant octopuses in the swimming-pool! Goosebumps, laughter and adventure. (North American distribution rights only)

**POTATOES AND DRAGONS**

Animation Series (78 x 7 min episodes)

Calm reigns over the Kingdom of the Potatoes. A castle, rolling hills, a princess, a king, a jester, a dragon and lots of knights - all of the necessary ingredients for a successful tween comedy. (North American distribution rights only)

**CINEFLIX INTERNATIONAL**

Cineflix International, 26 - 28 Wendell Road, London W12 9RT UK. Tel: 44.208.746.0574. Fax: 44.208.749.2232. sales@cineflix.com

Company Type: Distributor

At MIP-TV: Paul Heaney, MD, Kate Llewellyn Jones, Sales Executive Dorrit Levy, Executive Assistant

Office: 04.23, Tel: 33.(0)4.92.99.83.11

**ZERO HOUR**

Documentary (5 x 60 min)

Language: English

Co-Production Partners: Cineflix and the UK production company, 3BM

Television Delivery Status: in production

Budget: near $3 million

Delivery Status: Production has started and is expected to wrap in the Summer of 2004 ZERO HOUR will dramatize the hour leading up to some of the most memorable historical events as they unfold minute by minute.

**MAYDAY**

Documentary (6 x 52 min)

Language: English

Delivery Status: completed

Mayday, a popular science and investigative series documents recent air crashes, delving into aerospace technology, air traffic organization, and overall air safety.

**THE ULTIMATES**

Documentary (6 x 1)

Language: English

Co-Production Partners: Cineflix in association with Clemens in Scotland and London-based One on One Productions and Pioneer Productions.

Delivery Status: completed

Will focus on the creation and scientific research behind notorious war-time explosions, the worst collisions in sports car history, supersonic trains, roller-coasters, and the world’s most advanced fighting machines - strike planes and attack helicopters.

**GET ME TO THE WEDDING**

Documentary (10 x 30 min)

Language: English

Delivery Status: completed

Comes with all the beauty and the beastly details of pulling together that very big day - from couples in crisis, to ballooning budgets to stress overload.

**CINE-INTERNATIONAL FILMVERLEIH GMBH & CO KG**

Cine-International Filmverleih GmbH & CO KG, Leopoldstrasse 18, Munich, Bavaria, 80802, Germany, Tel: 49.(0)89.39.10.25, Fax: 49.(0)89.83.10.89. email@cine-international.de, www.cine-international.de

Company Type: World Distribution

At MIP-TV: Lilli Tyc-Holm (President), Susanne Groh (Head of Int’l Sales)

Office: 01.15, c/o Export-Union of German Film, Tel: 33.4.92.99.82.02

**WOMAN DRIVING, MAN SLEEPING**

Drama (120 min)

Language: German, English subtitles

Director: Rudolf Thome

Producer: Rudolf Thome

Co-Production partners: Degeto/ARD

Cast: Hannelore Elsner, Karl Kranzkowski, Jaya Thome, Nicolai Thome, Hanns Zischler

Delivery Status: completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Germany

A story of a woman who after her son’s death and after being confronted with a very critical point in her marriage realizes that it’s never too late to make an essential change in ones life.

**BRUNO S. - ESTRANGEMENT IS DEATH**

Documentary (60 min)

Language: German, English subtitles

Director: Miron Zownir

Producer: Virus Films & Icon Film

Cast: Bruno S.

Delivery Status: completed

Year of Production: 2002, Country of Origin: Germany

Famous as Werner Herzog’s “Kaspar Hauser” and “Stroszek” - then forgotten - now the Holocaust survivor is back telling his own life!

**KILLER BARBYS VS. DRACULA**

Horror-Comedy (85 min)

Language: German, English

Director: Jess Franco

Producer: Carsten Frank, Quiet Village Filmkunst

Co-Production partners: J.S. Parras, Impacto Films

Cast: Silvia Superstar, Dan Van Husen, Lina Romay

Delivery Status: completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Germany/Spain

An exotic amusement scenario at Spain’s Costa del Sol where mystery, danger, fear and comedy intertwine.

**The Business Of Film**

Now in its 24th year

Available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
CINEMAVAULT

Cinemavault Releasing Inc., 175 Bloor St East, South Tower - Suite 1011, Toronto ON, Canada, M4W 3R5. Tel: 416.363.6060. Fax: 416.363.2305. sales@cinemavault.com, www.cinemavault.com

Company Type: Sales agent

At MIP-TV: Nick Stiliadis (CEO), Steve Arroyave (VP General Manager), Natalie Kampelmacher (International Sales Director), Paco Alvarez (VP Distribution) Office: AFMA Umbrella Stand 01.02, Tel: 33.4.92.99.82.07

THREE

Thriller

Language: English

Director: Stewart Raffill

Producer: Heinz Thym, Diane Kirman

Cast: Billy Zane

Delivery Status: In Production

Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: UK / Luxembourg

Two men and one gorgeous woman are shipwrecked on a tropical island, only one will survive.

THE GOSPEL OF JOHN

Drama (180 mins)

Language: English

Director: Philip Saville

Producer: Garth H. Drabinsky, Chris Chrisofis

Cast: Henry Ian Cusick, Scott Handy, Tristan Gemmill

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: UK / Canada

A word-for-word film adaptation of the Fourth Gospel, likely the best known and most widely read of the Gospels.

THE LIMIT

Thriller

Language: English

Director: Lewin Webb

Producer: Michael S. Ferrari, Sean Dash, Eric Gardner

Cast: Alan McCafferty, Aaron McCusker, Ian Hanmore

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Australia

A group of teens are terrorized during spring break.

THE TICKING MAN

Thriller

Language: English

Director: Steven Lewis Simpson

Producer: Steven Lewis Simpson

Cast: Alan McCafferty, Aaron McCusker, Ian Hanmore

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Scotland

A hitman endeavors to murder an entire village of potential witnesses.

UNDER THE INFLUENCE

Thriller

Language: English

Director: Eric Gardner

Producer: Michael S. Ferrari, Sean Dash, Eric Gardner

Cast: Peter Greene, Camilla Overbye Roos, Lora Zane, Saul Stein

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA

A beautiful con artist seduces a lawyer into a vehicle insurance scam only to fall in love.

COLORLAND ANIMATION PRODUCTIONS LTD.

Colorland Animation Productions Ltd., 909 Austin Tower, 22-26 Austin Avenue, Tramshattai, Kowloon, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Tel: 852.2366.9097. Fax: 852.2366.9097. col@colorland.com.hk, www.colorlandanimation.com

At MIP-TV: Louis Sek Office: 14.29. Tel: 33.0.492.99.8197

IN SEARCH OF SANTA

CGI animation (1 x 80 minutes)

Producers: Bill Kowalchuk & Louis Sek

Director: Bill Kowalchuk

Production company: Colorland Animation Productions Ltd/Tundra Productions, Inc.

Status: Completed in 2004

Country of origin: Hong Kong/USA

Pure-hearted Penguin Princess Crystal and her skeptical sister Princess Lucinda embark on a daring Pole-to-Pole to find Santa Claus.

OH MAX

2D & CGI animation (26 x 26 minutes)

Director: Bill Kowalchuk

Producers: Bill Kowalchuk & Louis Sek

Status: In production

Country of origin: Hong Kong/USA

Production company: Colorland Animation Productions Ltd/Tundra Productions, Inc.

MAX juxtaposes the ordinary life of an overgrown, accident-prone puppy against his latest outrageous fantasy.

CORAL INTERNATIONAL

Coral International Television Corp., 4380 N.W. 128th Street, Miami, Florida 33054 USA. Tel: 305.688.7475. Fax: 305.685.5697. www.coralintl.com, info@coralintl.com

At MIP-TV: Marcel Granier (President and CEO), Pedro Carrera (Executive Vice President), Jose Escalette (Vice President and General Manager), Guadalupe D’Agostino (Vice President International Sales), Vladimir Gessen (Vice President International Sales), Jorge Cabal (Director of International Sales), Juan Fernandez (Operations Sales Director) Office: Palais Des Festivals, Cannes – France, Stand# 18.01

QUE BUENA SE PUSO LOLA

(in production, approx 120 hours)

A telenovela filled with an attractive cast that balances with young talent and gorgeous outdoors

LA INVASORA

Telenovela (approx 120 hours)

Delivery Status: In production

Every woman dreams with being a secret witness to the man she loves. She will live in him.

CARMENCITA, LA CUAIMA

Telenovela (approx 120 hours)

Delivery Status: In production

Carmencita Meléndez is a goodhearted young woman. She is so kind that she is a witness to the man she loves. She will be loved and hated by many.

MI SWEET FAT VALENTINA (MI GORDA BELLA)

Telenovela (approx 120 hours)

Delivery Status: In production

Valentina, (Natalia Steigraud) is tons of love, an overweight young woman that will be loved and hated by many.

DESIGNS OF LOVE (TRAPOS INTIMOS)

Telenovela (approx 120 hours)

Delivery Status: In production

This story takes place in the life of T.E. Lawrence, and written by renowned Australian playwright David Williamson.
AVATAR
Program: Science-Fiction
Language: English
Cast: JOAN CHEN (Twin Peaks), DAVID WARNER (Planet of the Apes), GENEVIEVE O’REILLY (Matrix Reloaded)
Delivery Status: Completed.
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Singapore/USA
In the tradition of BLADE RUNNER and THE MATRIX, in the year 2023, a female bounty hunter must battle an evil mega-corporation in virtual reality and in the real world.

SLAMMED
Program: Comedy
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed.
Cast: JUSTIN WHALIN (Dungeons and Dragons), ZACHARY BRYAN (Home Improvement), JOSIE DAVIS (Sonny), SASHA MITCHELL (Kickboxer 3), JOHN O’HURLEY (The Waltons).
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: USA
Two best friends dream of stardom on the back bar wrestling circuit.

TIME QUEST
Science-Fiction
Language: English
Cast: BRUCE CAMPBELL (Evil Dead), LARRY DRAKE (Darkman), CAPRICE BENEDETTI (Shat) and RALPH WAITE (The Waltons).
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA
A time traveler from the future attempts to stop the assassination of JFK in the hope of a better tomorrow.

SECRET SINS
Program: Erotic Thriller
Language: English
Cast: NICOLE EGERT (Baywatch), ROSEMARY FORSYTHE (Ghosts of Mars), TONY SIRICO (Sopranos)
Delivery Status: Completed.
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA
A girl who comes to New York to dance on Broadway and ends up stripping at a local gentleman’s club and is stalked by an ex-boyfriend. Unearthly Creatures.

CS ASSOCIATES
CS Associates, 200 Dexter Ave., Watertown, MA 02472 USA, Tel: 617.923.0077. Fax: 617.923.0025. programs@csassociates.com, www.csassociates.com
Company Type: Documentary distributor
At MIP-TV: Charles Schuerhoff (Managing Director), Lisa Carey (VP International Sales)
Office: 16.23

THE BLUES
Music documentaries (7 feature films)
Language: English
Director: Martin Scorsese, Clint Eastwood, Richard Pearce, Wim Wenders, Mike Figgis, Charles Burnett, Marc Levin
Producer: Martin Scorsese
Delivery Status: completed.
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA
The Blues is a seven-film television series of personal and impressionistic feature-length films viewed through the lens of seven world-famous directors who share a passion for the music.

THE LAST CHILD
Documentary (54 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Scott Thigpen
Delivery Status: completed.
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA.
Tells the story of the global campaign to eradicate polio, from the frontlines in Nigeria, India, Haiti and elsewhere.

PROTEUS
Documentary (59 minutes)
Language: English
Director: David Lebrun
Delivery Status: completed.
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA
Explores the 19th century’s engagement with the undersea world through science, painting, poetry and myth. The central figure is biologist and artist Ernst Haeckel, who found a tiny undersea organism called the radiolarian.

UNSEPARKABLE BLACKNESS: THE RISE AND FALL OF JACK JOHNSON
Documentary (2 episodes 112 minutes and 102 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Ken Burns
Producer: Ken Burns
Delivery Status: completed.
Jack Johnson, the son of former slaves, was the heavyweight champion from 1904 to 1915. However, his increasingly bold personal life - including openly dating white women - outraged white America and many black leaders.

CUMULUS DISTRIBUTION
Cumulus Distribution, # 45-53 Sinclair Road, London W14 0NS United Kingdom. Tel: 44.(0)20.7300.6529. www.entercloud9.com
Company: Sanctuary House
At MIP-TV: Jayne Pitts (Director of Sales), Hete Schoettler (Sales Coordinator), Saranne James (Sales Executive - Asia, Australia & New Zealand)
Office: 05.30, Tel: 33.(0).492.99.8300

THE TRIBE
www.thetribeworld.com
Teen Live Action (260 x 30)
Language: English
Director: Raymond Thompson
Delivery Status: Completed.
The Tribe is a story of hope and survival, a children’s/family live action series spook of American teen soaps.

CURB ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Curb Entertainment International Corp., 3907 West Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91505 USA. Tel: 818.843.8580, Fax: 818.566.1719.
info@curbentertainment.com, www.curbentertainment.com
At MIP-TV: Wendy Reeds (Head of Sales)
Office: 19.20, Tel: 33.492.99.8215

SPIN
Romantic Drama
Director: James Redford
Producer: Donald Everett Axinn
Cast: Stanley Tucci, Dana Delany, Ruben Blades, Ryan Merriman
Country of Origin: USA
Orphaned, a troubled teenager strives to follow his father’s footsteps by learning to fly.

FRANKIE AND JOHNNY ARE MARRIED
Romantic Comedy
Director: Michael Pressman
Producers: Alice West, Michael Pressman
Cast: Lisa Chess, Michael Pressman, Alan Rosenberg, Stephen Tobolowsky
Country of Origin: USA.
How far would you go to save your marriage? Michael Pressman found the answer the hard way through giving up his job, going into debt, and being totally naked.

HAPPY HOUR
Drama
Director: Mike Bencivenga
Producers: J. Todd Harris, Kimberly Shane O’Hara, Eric M. Klein
Cast: Anthony LaPaglia, Eric Stoltz, and Caroline Feneey
Country of Origin: USA.
Set in present day New York, this is the dramatic and emotional story of a gifted writer, and the two people who come to understand him the best.

TOUGH LUCK
Thriller
Director: Gary Ellis
Producer: Brian Etting, Josh Etting, Ram Bergman, Carole Curb Nemoy, Mike Curb
Cast: Armand Assante, Norman Reedus, Dagmara Dominczyk.
Country of Origin: USA.

NIGHTSTALKER
Horror
Director: Chris Fisher
Producers: Ash R. Shah & Chris Fisher
Cast: Roselyn Sanchez, Bret Roberts, Danny Trejo
Country of Origin: USA.
“Inspired by true events, director Chris Fisher’s haunting and visually inspired debut, Nightstalker, tells the tale of horrors that take place when the sun sets over the city of Los Angeles.” -Shari Frilot, Sundance Film Festival.

CZECH TELEVISION
Czech Television, Kavci hory, Prague 4, 140 70, Czech Republic. Tel: 42.02.6113.7047. Fax: 42.02.6121.1354. telesales@czech.tcv, http://www.czech.tcv/sales
Company Type: Sales agent, Producer
At MIP-TV: Jarmila Svorcova (Chief Executive), Milena Jaresova (Sales Executive), Hana Kubankova (Sales Executive)
Office: 01-09, Tel: 33.492.998.077

THE MAP OF PLACES SACRED AND CURSED (MAPA MÍST SVÁTCHÁ KLAŤCH)
Documentary (28’)
Language: Czech, English subtitles
Director: Josef Cisarovsky
Producer: Czech Television and Josef Cisarovsky
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale.
This is an attempted reconstruction of the lost map by Bohuslav Babln, where our country’s historical places were marked.

LACE FOR THE WEDDING (O SVATÉNÍ KRAJCE)
Fairy-tale (80’)
Language: Czech, English subtitles
Director: Jiri Chlumsk
Producer: Czech Television
The story of a naughty princess inspired by different moments in history and brought together in a unique anthology collection.

ATLANTIS HIGH
www.atlantishigh.com
Teen live action (26 x 30)
Director: English
Language: Raymond Thompson
Delivery Status: Completed.

CUMBIA FOR SANTA CLAUS
Documentary (59 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Jirí Chlumský
Producer: Ash R. Shah & Chris Fisher
Cast: Khalia Issová, Milan Bahúl, Boďara Turzunovová, Pavel Krít, Jiri ?epnická, Radek Holub, Pavel Landovský and others
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale.
This romantic fairy-tale about a naughty princess who stopped being followed by strokes of bad luck only when she comprehended that she alone could decide on her future, on her fate.
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL CESK? KRUMLOV 2003
(MEZZARODNI HUDBNI FESTIVAL CESK? KRUMLOV 2003)
Music Performance (69’)
Director: Tomáš Šimek
Producer: Czech Television and VERA
Language: Czech
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Czech Republic
During the twelve years since its establishment, the International Music Festival in Cesk? Krumlov has built up a firm place among the music festivals in the Czech Republic.

BETWEEN A STAR AND A CRESCENT (MEZI HVEZDOU A BULIMEŠCMI)
Documentary (3 x 53’)
Director: Petr Bok
Producer: Czech Television and VERA film
Language: English version
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Czech Republic
A documentary film presenting the small state of Czechoslovakia as a key player in the Middle East events.

KHAMORO
Music (6 x 37-116’)
Director: Radovan Urban
Producer: Czech Television and SAGA
Language: English
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale
A reality television series about 20-25 year old unemployed people in the Czech Republic.

CONCERT FROM THE SENATE (KONCERTY ZE SENÁTU)
Music (10 x 38’)
Directors: Adam Rezek, Stanislav Vaneck
Producer: Czech Television
Language: Czech
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Czech Republic
Chamber music from the Wallenstein Palace, Prague.

THE SAVE-UMS
3D animation (52 x 11 min)
Language: English
Director: various
Producer: DECODE Entertainment Inc
Delivery Status: completed, available for sale
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Canada
A pre-school series that tells the exciting stories of a little girl whose fantastic feet take her on magical adventures when she tries on shoes in her grandfather’s repair shop.

STAN LEE’S THE PHANTOM 5
Animated Adventure (two formats offered: 6 x 45 min or 12 x 22 min)
Language: English
Producer: DIC Entertainment
Delivery Status: In Production
The Phantom is back from the dead!... an all new story of the original Phantom!

INSPECTOR GADGET SA VES THE DAY-MAYBE
Animated Comedy (65 min TV special and Direct-to-Video title)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: DIC Entertainment and Mainframe
Delivery Status: In Production

STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE TITLES
Animated Adventure (26 half-hour episodes)
Language: English
Producer: DIC Entertainment
Delivery Status: In Production
The Strawberry Shortcake stories follow the good-hearted and lovable adventures of Strawberry Shortcake and her friends who live together in the magical world of Strawberryland.

DISTRACTION FORMATS
Distraction Formats, 261, St-Sacrement, Burbank, CA 91505 USA. Tel: 818.955.5400. Fax: 818.955.5409. www.distractionformats.com
Date of original broadcast: Spring 2004
Original finished product also available
TITLES
Kenny Vs Spenny
Comedy Reality (Weekly x 30 minutes)
Original broadcaster: CBC, Canada
Original Producer: Breakthrough Television, USA / Blueprint, Canada
Date of original broadcast: 2nd September 2003

DREAM HOME
Factual Entertainment / Lifestyle
(Weekly x 60 minutes)
Original broadcaster: TVNZ, New Zealand
Original producer: Ninox, New Zealand
Original finished product also available
There are many homes and house shows ... there’s ‘Dream Home’, combining home improvement and real human emotion as 2 families compete to restore neighbouring properties to budget, time and style.
DO IT YOURSELF (DIY) NETWORK
Do It Yourself (DIY) Network, 9721 Sherrill Blvd., Knoxville, TN 37922 USA
Tel: 865.694.2700. Fax: 865.690.2251
At MIP-TV: Kristen Jordan (President and CEO, Echo Bridge Entertainment, Head Office: 75 Second Avenue, Suite 500, Needham, MA 02494 USA. Tel: 781.444.6767. Fax: 781.444.6742. www.ebellic.com
At MIP-TV: Lucie Salhany (Managing Partner), Michael Rosenblatt (Managing Partner), Dan March (Head of International Sales)
Office: AFMA umbrella stand number: 01.02, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8207

ECHO BRIDGE ENTERTAINMENT
Echo Bridge Entertainment, Head Office: 75 Second Avenue, Suite 500, Needham, MA 02494 USA. Tel: 781.444.6767. Fax: 781.444.6742. www.ebellic.com
At MIP-TV: Lucie Salhany (Managing Partner), Michael Rosenblatt (Managing Partner), Dan March (Head of International Sales)
Office: AFMA umbrella stand number: 01.02, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8207

The Magazine Online
www.thebusinessoffilm.com

DIY HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING
This DIY workshop shows viewers how to transform, personalize and update just about anything from lampshades and journals to picture frames and stuffed animals.

HANDMADE MUSIC
(8 x 20')
Follow some of the most sought-after makers of instruments for many Grammy award-winning performers as they show what is involved in creating these magnificent musical instruments by hand.

WOOD WORKS
(65 x 21')
Takes viewers step by step through a unique woodworking project in every episode, featuring tips on various wood working techniques such as mortise & tenon joinery as well as how to cut fine wood veneers.

WEEND REMODELING
(26 x 20')
Features intermediate home-remodeling projects which add beauty and value to the home.

MAKING HOME MOVIES
(13 x 21')
Bring home the magic of movie making! Learn everything you need to know from professional filmmakers demonstrating the techniques and skills necessary to create personal home movies.

DIY LIGHTING DESIGN
(5 x 20')
This DIY workshop shows viewers how to choose, design and install various types of indoor home lighting.

DIY HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING
(1 x 45')
Great ideas and easy-to-follow instructions for entertaining - including serving up fabulous holiday treats!

DO IT YOURSELF (DIY) NETWORK
Do It Yourself (DIY) Network, 9721 Sherrill Blvd., Knoxville, TN 37922 USA
Tel: 865.694.2700. Fax: 865.690.2251
At MIP-TV: Kristen Jordan (President and CEO, Echo Bridge Entertainment, Head Office: 75 Second Avenue, Suite 500, Needham, MA 02494 USA. Tel: 781.444.6767. Fax: 781.444.6742. www.ebellic.com
At MIP-TV: Lucie Salhany (Managing Partner), Michael Rosenblatt (Managing Partner), Dan March (Head of International Sales)
Office: AFMA umbrella stand number: 01.02, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8207

ECHO BRIDGE ENTERTAINMENT
Echo Bridge Entertainment, Head Office: 75 Second Avenue, Suite 500, Needham, MA 02494 USA. Tel: 781.444.6767. Fax: 781.444.6742. www.ebellic.com
At MIP-TV: Lucie Salhany (Managing Partner), Michael Rosenblatt (Managing Partner), Dan March (Head of International Sales)
Office: AFMA umbrella stand number: 01.02, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8207

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
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**THE GIBBON MISSIONARY**

*CDU United Network*

**SEXUAL LIFE**

*Drama*

Language: English

Producer/Writer/Director: Ken Kwapis

Producers: Carol Baum, Ken Aguado

Cast: Anne Heche, Dale Hill, Steven Weber

Status: Post-Production

Country of Origin: U.S.

In the style of *La Ronde*, a group of people finds comfort through sex in the arms of almost strangers.

**THE BEST THEIF IN THE WORLD**

*Drama*

Language: English

Cast: Mary Louis Parker, David Warshofsky

Producers: Carol Baum, Ken Aguado

Status: Post-Production

Country of Origin: U.S.

Teen-age turbulence shapes the life of a boy in the seventies.

**EMTV & MERCHANDISING AG**

*EMTV & Merchandising AG, Beta-Straße 11, D-85774 Unterföhring, Germany. Tel: 49.89.9500.0. Fax: 49.89.9500.111. info@em-ag.de, www.em-ag.de*

**GUMBA**

*Documentary (52 minutes)*

Language: English

Director: Trevor Graham

Cast: Clark Taylor

Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Australia

A talented and charismatic country artist from India who calls himself Bobby Cash fulfils a dream and travels to the Tamworth Country Music Festival in Australia.

**KEEPING THE FAITHFUL**

*Documentary (35 minutes)*

Language: English

Director: Nicole McAleer

Producer: Nathan Mayfield, Tracey Robertson

Co-production partners: A Film Australia National Interest Program.

Produced with the assistance of the Pacific Film and Television Commission.

Cast: Clark Taylor

Delivery Status: Complete Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Australia

The rise and fall and rise again of Australia’s first tele-evangelist.

**LONELY BOY RICHARD**

*Documentary (55 minutes)*

Language: English

Director: Trevor Graham

Producer: Denise Haslem (Producer), Producer: Helen Barrow

Co-production partners: A Film Australia National Interest Program.

Produced with the assistance of the Pacific Film and Television Commission.

Cast: Clark Taylor

Delivery Status: Complete Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Australia

The Gibbon Missionary - CDC United Network

**FLIPPER & LOPAKA III**

*Animation (26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Yoram Gross-EM.TV & Wavery B.V., Yoram Gross-EM.TV, WDR

Production Status: Completed, II: In production; Available: Autumn 2004

Blinkly, Flap and Nutsy begin an epic voyage around the world to return circus animals to their homes.

**CREEPSCHOOL**

*Animation (26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Yoram Gross-EM.TV, ZDF Enterprises

Production Status: In production; Available: Summer 2004; Episodes available: 13

Four unsuspecting kids attend a remote and sinister-looking boarding school, the Creepschool, and embark on an adventure into the fascinating world of the supernatural.

**TABAULUGA III**

*Animation (26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Yoram Gross-EM.TV, ZDF Enterprises

Production Status: in production; Available Spring 2004

In Tabauluga III, the young green dragon, protector of Greenland, goes on a quest for the powerful pendant his father wore.

**F.T.P.D II - FAIRY TALE POLICE DEPARTMENT II**

*Animation (I: 13 x 24 ´. II: 13 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: I: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Happy Life Animation AB, Alphanim, CINAR

Production Status: Completed, II: Completed

F.T.P.D II follows a special unit of secret service agents on a quest in the fairy tale world to battle evil powers wanting to put a stop to happy endings.

**MOMO**

*Animation (26 x 26 ´)*

Produced by: TFC Trickcompany, Laterna Magica, Cecchi Gori, KirchMedia

Rights: TV, Video

Production Status: Completed

Momo begins an adventurous battle against “The Grey Lords”, a powerful secret organization that can only exist with time they steal from others, in order to save her town and friends and give them back time.

**NORMAL NORMAN II**

*Animation (I: 26 x 24 ´. II: 26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Magma Films, Télé Images

Production Status: Completed

Norman bears the burden of being normal after a microwave glow gives the rest of his family superpowers.

**EXTREME ENTERTAINMENT**

**Extreme Entertainment**, 131/131, Great Titchfield Street, W1W 5BB UK. Tel: 44.207.886.0765, Fax: 44.207.886.0777.

Company Type: producer/distributor

At MIP-TV: Ben Barrett (MD), Ruth Williams (Head of Sales)

Office: 12.20

**ELECTRIC CHILDREN**

*Reality doc (1 x 60/3 x 30)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

This is the viewer’s chance to watch the Jakkastars, the Viva La Bam boys, and 150 super cars with a truly international cast of drivers, as they race 3000 miles across France, Spain and North Africa.

**LEON JAY**

*Factual entertainment (1 x 50)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

Leon Jay is an extraordinary Gift - he can knock people out without even touching them.

**JEWEL OF THE DESERT**

*Reality doc (1 x 60/3 x 30)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

In this lifestyle doc, the Royal Family of Jordan hosts a remarkable two-week motor expedition across their breathtaking kingdom to raise money for charity.

**F.T.P.D. II - FAIRY TALE POLICE DEPARTMENT II**

*Animation (I: 13 x 24 ´. II: 13 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: I: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Happy Life Animation AB, Alphanim, CINAR

Production Status: Completed, II: Completed

F.T.P.D II follows a special unit of secret service agents on a quest in the fairy tale world to battle evil powers wanting to put a stop to happy endings.

**MOMO**

*Animation (26 x 26 ´)*

Produced by: TFC Trickcompany, Laterna Magica, Cecchi Gori, KirchMedia

Rights: TV, Video

Production Status: Completed

Momo begins an adventurous battle against “The Grey Lords”, a powerful secret organization that can only exist with time they steal from others, in order to save her town and friends and give them back time.

**NORMAL NORMAN II**

*Animation (I: 26 x 24 ´. II: 26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Magma Films, Télé Images

Production Status: Completed

Norman bears the burden of being normal after a microwave glow gives the rest of his family superpowers.

**EXTREME ENTERTAINMENT**

**Extreme Entertainment**, 131/131, Great Titchfield Street, W1W 5BB UK. Tel: 44.207.886.0765, Fax: 44.207.886.0777.

Company Type: producer/distributor

At MIP-TV: Ben Barrett (MD), Ruth Williams (Head of Sales)

Office: 12.20

**ELECTRIC CHILDREN**

*Reality doc (1 x 60/3 x 30)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

This is the viewer’s chance to watch the Jakkastars, the Viva La Bam boys, and 150 super cars with a truly international cast of drivers, as they race 3000 miles across France, Spain and North Africa.

**LEON JAY**

*Factual entertainment (1 x 50)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

Leon Jay is an extraordinary Gift - he can knock people out without even touching them.

**JEWEL OF THE DESERT**

*Reality doc (1 x 60/3 x 30)*

Language: English

Delivery Status: in production

In this lifestyle doc, the Royal Family of Jordan hosts a remarkable two-week motor expedition across their breathtaking kingdom to raise money for charity.

**F.T.P.D. II - FAIRY TALE POLICE DEPARTMENT II**

*Animation (I: 13 x 24 ´. II: 13 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: I: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Happy Life Animation AB, Alphanim, CINAR

Production Status: Completed, II: Completed

F.T.P.D II follows a special unit of secret service agents on a quest in the fairy tale world to battle evil powers wanting to put a stop to happy endings.

**MOMO**

*Animation (26 x 26 ´)*

Produced by: TFC Trickcompany, Laterna Magica, Cecchi Gori, KirchMedia

Rights: TV, Video

Production Status: Completed

Momo begins an adventurous battle against “The Grey Lords”, a powerful secret organization that can only exist with time they steal from others, in order to save her town and friends and give them back time.

**NORMAL NORMAN II**

*Animation (I: 26 x 24 ´. II: 26 x 24 ´)*

Produced by: EM.TV & Merchandising AG, Magma Films, Télé Images

Production Status: Completed

Norman bears the burden of being normal after a microwave glow gives the rest of his family superpowers.
Ward and Clayton Watson ("The
("Peter Pan," "Harry Potter"), Rachel
"Paradise Road")
("Thick and Thin", "Snide and
Written and directed by Philippe Mora
WHEN WE WERE MODERN
accidentally witnesses a murder.

Starring Freddie Prinze, Jr and Gabriel
Producer: Jonathan Sanger ("V anilla
Supper")
Director: Stacey Title ("The Last

DOLAN'S CADILLAC
Tel: Ellen Wander Cell 310.526.3456,

LAND OF THE MORNING STAR
Origin: Australia
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Delivery Status: Complete
Produced with the assistance of the
National Interest Program.
Co-production partners: A Film Australia
Producer: Janet Bell
Director: Mark Worth

BEAST OF BATAAN
To be directed by Paul Verhoeven
("Starship Trooper," "Hollow Man" and
“Basic Instinct”)
Producer: Jonathan Sanger ("Mission
Impossible;" "Vanilla Sky")
Based on the true events of a military
criminal war trial.

FILMS BY JOYE INC
Films by Joye Inc. 13325 Sunshine
Terrace, Studio City, CA 91604 USA. Tel:
818.506.0550. Fax: 818.505.9730.

BEAST OF BATAAN
To be directed by Paul Verhoeven
(“Starship Trooper,” “Hollow Man” and
“Basic Instinct”)
Producer: Jonathan Sanger ("Mission
Impossible;" "Vanilla Sky")
Based on the true events of a military
criminal war trial.

FILMS BY JOYE INC
Films by Joye Inc. 13325 Sunshine
Terrace, Studio City, CA 91604 USA. Tel:
818.506.0550. Fax: 818.505.9730.

GREEK MYTHS
(6 x 22 min) NEW NEW NEW NEW
MASTERS OF RUSSIAN ANIMATION
(26 x 22 min)
MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV’S
STORIES FROM MY CHILDHOOD
(26 x 22 min)
celebrity voices
RUDYARD KIPLING’S THE
JUNGLE BOOK
(1 x 90 min)
FAIRY TALES FROM FAR OFF
Lands: THE ANIMATED CLASSIC
SHOWCASE
(12 x 44 min)
HOME MOVIES FROM OUTER
SPACE
Documentary Special (26 min or 52 min)
exclusive visuals and additional 1-1/2
hours of extraordinary space footage for
FORE DVD
The Story of the Russian Cosmonaut
who piloted Dennis Tito into History.

FAIRY TALES FROM FAR OFF
Lands: THE ANIMATED CLASSIC
SHOWCASE
(12 x 44 min)
HOME MOVIES FROM OUTER
SPACE
Documentary Special (26 min or 52 min)
exclusive visuals and additional 1-1/2
hours of extraordinary space footage for
FORE DVD
The Story of the Russian Cosmonaut
who piloted Dennis Tito into History.

Drama Series (18 x 1 hour)

FINE LIVING
Fines Living. 9721 Sherrill Blvd.,
Knoxville, TN 37932 USA. Tel:
865.694.2700. Fax: 865.690.2251
At MIP-TV: Kristen Jordan (President,
International Development), Paulette
Bensussen (Director, International
Development), Anna Alvord
(Manager, International Development)
Office: R35.06, Tel: 33.04.92.99.89.09

SURVIVAL GUIDE
(13 x 21’)
Survival Guide is the light-hearted and
entertaining place to turn for answers to
many of the social etiquette challenges
we face everyday.

NAPSTYLE
(13 x 22’)
Join host Michael Chiarello, renowned
chef and author, on a journey through the
Napa Valley. Get the stories and meet the
people who are extending their influence
across America.

IDEIGN
(13 x 21’)
This series puts the spotlight on cutting-
edge products for an inside look at how
and why they were developed.

RADICAL SABBATICAL
(40 x 21’)
After years of pursuing their careers,
these people had the courage to drop out
do the rat race to pursue their passions.

10 MOST ROMANTIC GETAWAYS
(1 x 45’)
Whatever your definition of romance,
we’ve found 10 sure-fire bets that you’re
bound to love.

CASTAWAYS SAN MIGUEL DE
ALLENDE
(1 x 45’)
San Miguel de Allende is a magical
Mexican city that has quickly become
the place to go, not only for retirees,
but for anyone looking to live in the beat of
a different drum.

THE LIFE
Drama Series (18 x 1 hour)

FIREWORKS INTERNATIONAL
Fireworks International, Tennyson
House, 159-165 Great Portland Street,
London W1W 5PA, UK. Tel:
00.44.20.7307.6300. Fax:
info@firecorp.co.uk.
www.fireworksentertainment.com

THE COLLECTOR
Drama Series (14 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Director: Various
Produced by: No Equal Productions
Cast: Chris Kramer, Carly Pope, Ellen
Dubin
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: Canada

BEAST OF BATAAN
To be directed by Paul Verhoeven
(“Starship Trooper,” “Hollow Man” and
“Basic Instinct”)
Producer: Jonathan Sanger ("Mission
Impossible;" "Vanilla Sky")
Based on the true events of a military
criminal war trial.

THE LIFE
Drama Series (18 x 1 hour)

FOURTH WALL
Drama Series (18 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Director: Various
Producer: Tony Thatcher
Co-production partners: Busiek
Productions Inc. produced in association with
Global Television and Lifetime
Televisio.
The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
CAUGHT IN THE HEADLIGHTS
Thriller
Director: Gavin Wilding
Producers: John Frennes, David Doerkksen
Cast: Erika E酣nah, Kim Coates, Stacy Keach
Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004
An FBI Agent must overcome hit men and rogue agents when trying to transport a murder suspect back for trial.

ONE EYED KING
Drama
Director: Robert Morecos
Producers: Julius R. Nasso, Peter Crane, Linda Curran Wexelblatt
Cast: Armand Assante, William Baldwin, Chazz Palminteri, Bruno Kirby, Jason Gedrick
Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004
A young man’s dangerous struggle between good and evil in New York’s Hell’s Kitchen.

THE MAID
Thriller
Status: Pre-production
Year of Production: 2004
A woman poses as a maid for a wealthy family with the intent of killing them in order to avenge the death of her child.

GAUJON
Gaumont, 30, avenue Charles de Gaulle, 92 200 Neuilly Sur Seine, France. Tel: 33.1.46.45.21.80. Fax: 33.1.46.43.20.33
www.gaujont.com
At MIP-TV: Philippe ROEYSAEN (President, International Sales), Philippe de CHAISEMARTIN (Senior Vice-President International Sales Feature Films), Loïc TROCMÉ (Director, International Sales Feature Films), Anne BERNSTEIN (French TV Sales), Virginie ROYER (Télésales Department Manager)
Office: 2502, Tel: 04.92.99.81.71
L’EMPIRE DES LOUPS (AKA THE EMPIRE OF THE WOLVES)
Action / Thriller
Director: Chris Nahon
Production: GAUJON
Key Cast: Jean Reno
Status: Shooting
Year of Production: 2004
A lawman from another Galaxy must survive a deadly battle.

THE PACK
Horror
Status: Pre-production
Year of Production: 2004
A pack of steroid-charged attack dogs terrorize a sleepy resort town leaving a bloody trail of bodies in their wake.

FUSION INTERNATIONAL SALES CORP.
Fusion International Sales Corp., 3605 Motor Avenue Suite 240, Los Angeles, CA 90034 USA. Tel: 310.287.0072; Fax: 310.287.0073. info@fusionsales.com
www.fusionsales.com
Company Type: Sales Agent, Producer
At MIP-TV: John Frennes, Brad Maeder
Office: AFMA Stand #01.02 Palais des Festivals, Tel: 33.4.92.99.82.07
GREED
Action
Director: Ron Wolotzky
Producers: Susan R. Rodgers
Cast: Jason London, Darlena Tejeiro, Andrea Bogart
Status: Post-Production
Year of Production: 2004
Beautiful adventurers Raven and Ashley come across a bag of stolen cash and find themselves up against a gang of bikers and escaped convicts, as they struggle to survive a deadly battle.

LITTLE BEAR / MAX FILMS
production: LEGENDE ENTREPRISES / GAUJON
Key Cast: Jean Reno, Christian Clavier
Status: French Release: August 2004
Zylberstein
Status: French Release: June 16th 2004
A gambling shark, gifted with an exceptional memory, and the head of the Gambling Department Authorities, are forced to collaborate, for better or for worse, to expose a consistent winner in the French National Lottery.

L’ENQUÊTE CORSE (AKA THE CORSICAN FILE)
Adventure Comedy
Director: Alain Berbérien
Production: LEGENDE ENTREPRISES / GAUJON
Key Cast: Jean Reno, Christian Clavier
Status: French Release: August 2004
Jackson, a hip Parisian private-eye, has a mission: to find Ange Leoni, a Corsican who has inherited a tidy sum, but who has vanished into thin air.

ALBERT EST MECHANT (AKA MEAN OLD ALBERT)
Comedy
Director: Hervé Palud
Production: GAUJON
Key Cast: Michel Serrault, Christian Clavier, Arielle Dombasle
Status: Completed
Pierre is in financial straits, but he thinks he’s been saved by the death of his unknown wealthy father (Jo), until he learns that the only legitimate heir is Albert, Jo’s half-brother.

RIDING LIVE (AKA PART-TIME COPS)
Action Comedy
Director: Claude Zidi
Production: CPZ/GAUJON/PLAZZA PRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL
Key Cast: Philippe Noiret, Thierry Lhermitte, Lorant Deutsch
Status: Completed
Ten years after, our two scam artists from the crooked days as cops, meet again. But pitted against each other!

PERE ET FILS (AKA FATHER AND SONS)
Family Comedy
Director: Michael Boujenah
Production: GAUJON / AIOZ / LITTLE BEAR / MAX FILMS
Key Cast: Philippe Noiret, Charles Berling, Bruno Putzulu, Pascal Elbé
Status: Completed
Leo fakes illness and organizes one “last” trip to Canada to recapture his three adult sons before he “dies”. 

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
THE APOLLO COLLECTION
Special (8 x 30 min. + 1 x 50 min.)
Take a journey with the American space program with this educational and informative series produced in conjunction with NASA, America’s Space agency.

THE SCFI FILES (4 x 60 minutes)
This 35 million production is a history of science fiction in books, film, television, and comics.

THE DREAM PIONEERS (1 Hour)
Tells the extraordinary tale of how a protective spirit has been examined with such skill, perspective, and insight.

GOLDEN NETWORK ASIA LIMITED
Golden Network Asia Limited, Unit 2205, Futura Plaza, 111-113 How Ming Street, Kwan Tong, Hong Kong, Tel: 852.2751.1886. Fax: 852.2750.4862. goldnet@netvigator.com
Company Type: Sales Agent
At MIP-TV: Carrie WONG (President), Clarence TANG (Head of Sales and Acquisitions). Acquisition Executive: Clarence TANG (Head of Sales and Acquisitions)
Office: 09.16, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8014. Fax: 33(0)4.92.99.8014.

GOLDCREST FILMS INTERNATIONAL
Goldcrest Films International, 65-66 Dean Street, London W1D 4PL, United Kingdom. Tel: 44(0)20.7437.8696. Fax: 44(0)20.7437.4448.
At MIP-TV: Stephen Johnston (President - Goldcrest Films Inc.), Peter McRae (SVP of Production), Abigail Walsh (Sales Executive)
Office: 09.30, Tel: 33.49.299.8213, goldcrestmkd@aol.com
LIBRARY TITLE LISTINGS:
Goldcrest Films International’s library has over 80 titles available to license worldwide for Television and DVD rights, including many award winning features:
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN
With the voices of Burt Reynolds, Dom De Louise
THE KILLING FIeldS
John Malkovich, Sam Waterston, Haing Ngor, Julian Sands
THE MISSION
Robert DeNiro, Jeremy Irons, Liam Neeson
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
Helena Bonham Carter, Daniel Day Lewis, Judi Dench

GONDWANA FILMS
Gondwana Films, Forjadores 32, P1,Prado del Espino, Boadilla del Monte,28660, Madrid, Spain. Tel: 34.91.632.61.60. Fax: 34.31.632.68.67. gondwana@gondwanafilms.com, www.gondwanafilms.com
Description of service: International distributors of documentaries about nature, wildlife, ethnology, anthropology - current affairs, science, sports, social.
At MIP-TV: Joaquin Linares (Managing Director), Javier Linares (President)
Office:
THE THIRD PLANET I&II Documentary (26 x 26´)
Language: English/ Spanish
Takes us on a journey across the five continents, showing the most amazing natural spaces, wild fauna, unknown tribes and ethnic groups, secret religions and rituals and the submarine life of seas and oceans.

THE LAST PARADISES I&II Documentary (26 x 26´) Language: English/ French
Introduces us to the last remaining virgin sanctuaries of wild nature showing the most spectacular natural manifestations on the planet.
BUCHI Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

THE HIMALAYAN DWELLERS Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

ADAPTATION
Documentary (3 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

ORCHID OF PARACRETES Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

COLD WAR AND BEYOND
Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

THE KNIGHTS OF THE GREAT SAVANNA Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

THE KEEPERS OF THE PLANET Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

CHILDREN OF THE CLOUD Documentary (1 x 52´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

CARAVAN Documentary (1 x 90´) (1 x 45´)
Language: English/Spanish/French

GOLDEN TIMES ENTERTAINMENT
At MIP-TV: Andrew Greenberg (Chief Executive Officer), William Sondheim (President, GT Retail Division), Myriam Díaz (Director International Sales & Operations)
Office: AFMA Stand 01.02
GT ANIMATED CLASSICS LIBRARY 46 TITLES
Animation (45´)
Language: English/Spanish/French/Italian/Portuguese
Director: Various
Producer: Various
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: Various, Country of Origin: USA
Library of DVD
FELIX THE CAT SAVES CHRISTMAS Animation (72´)
Language: English
Director: Don Oriolo
Producer: Don Oriolo
Key Cast: Featuring the Voices of Tom Bosley (Happy Days), Lorna Luft (Mame) and Don Rickles
Delivery Status: Completed

The unprinted version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
HARMONY GOLD

Harmony Gold, 7555 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90046 USA. Tel: 323.851.4900. Fax: 323.851.5599. sales@harmonygold.com

At MIP-TV: Frank Agrama (Chairman & CEO), Colleen Morris (President), Alan Letz (Executive Vice President, Business Development), Melissa Wohl (Vice President, Sales and Acquisitions)
Office: R3.28, Tel: 33.94.99.8871
THE ARRANGEMENT
Romantic Comedy (109 minutes)
Starring: Sunil Malhotra, Lisa Ray, Asrani, Kal Penn, Purva Bedi, Ismail Bashey, Johnny Kassar
Year of Production: 2003
Can’t arrange the love? Arrange the wedding!

TIBET: CRY OF THE SNOW LION

Documentary (104 minutes)
Narrated by Martin Sheen; Tibetan Voice-Overs: Susan Sarandon, Tim Robbins, Ed Harris
Year of Production: 2003
Behind the secrets. Beyond your imagination. An unforgettable epic of courage and compassion.

FASTER

Action Reality (103 minutes)
Narrated by Ewan McGregor
Featuring: Valentino Rossi, Max Biaggi, Garry McCoy, John Hopkins
Year of Production: 2003
The definitive story of motorcycle racing at the highest level, and of the handful of men who have what it takes to win.

GOING DOWN

Comedy (84 minutes)
Starring: Jay Michael Ferguson, Joshua Blake, Christine Lakin, Hope Riley, Ed Begley, Jr., Renée Estevez and Dennis Haskins
Year of Production: 2003
A blow-out party, complete with one trashed house, two biddies, three hot girls, four dumb jocks, a hooker, a couple of dead bodies and only three hours to clean up the mess before mom and dad return home.

ROBOTECH: THE SERIES

Animated Series (85 Half-Hours)
Year of Production: 1984; 2004
Remastered. 5.1 Digital Surround Sound
One of Harmony Gold’s flagship titles, this groundbreaking Japanese anime TV series launched a highly successful franchise that includes two feature films, novels, comic books, toys and video games.

HIGH POINT FILMS AND TELEVISION

High Point Films and Television, London Office: 25 Elizabeth Mews, London NW3 4UH, UK. Tel: 44.20.7386.3686. Fax: 44.20.7386.3117.

sales@highpointfilms.co.uk.
www.highpointfilms.co.uk

Company Type: Independent feature film and TV movie sales company
At MIP-TV: Carey Fitzgerald (Managing Director), Ronald de Neef (CEO), Julie Murphy-Delaney (Director), Isabel Pascual (Sales Executives), Elicer Cabrera (Sales & Marketing Executive), Piers Nightingale (Development Executive)
Office: 18:16 - Palais des Festivals, Cannes, Tel: +33 (0) 4 92 98 81 36
ADVANCED WARRIORS
Interactive Fantasy - DVD only (20 mins-60 mins depending)
Language: English
Director: Andrew Dymond
Producer: Andrew Dymond
Executive Producer: Jon Lomas, John Wale, Mark Strickson
Production Companies: Lightworx Media Ltd.
Starring: John Creggan, Rebecca Nichols, Jeremy Bulloch, Chase Masterson
Delivery Status: Complete
Country of Origin: UK
Two ordinary citizens are transported to a different world, where they must use their skills to get out alive - but it is up to the viewer whether they survive or not.

CARLA

Psychological Thriller (1 x 95 min)
Language: English
Director: Diarmuid Lawrence
Producer: Alison Jackson
Executive Producer: Debbie Shevell
Production Companies: RDF Media in association with West End Films plc.
Starring: Lesley Sharp, Helen McCrory
Delivery Status: Complete
Country of Origin: UK
A chilling account of how an intense holiday friendship between two women leads to a brutal murder. Based on the acclaimed novel, “Improvising Carla”, by Joanna Hines.

BELLA BETTEN

Thriller (1 x 102 min)
Language: 60% English, 40% Dutch
Director: Hans Pos
Producer: Hans Pos
Production Companies: Shooting Star Film Company BV
Starring: Thekla Reuten, Kim Van Kooten, Vincent RIota
Delivery Status: Complete
Country of Origin: Belgium
Based on the incredible true story of Bettien Martens, an ordinary woman who rose to become a ruthless drugs baron and eventually one of the biggest informers in crime history.

PETER BELL

Family (1 x 110 min)
Language: Dutch
Director: Maria Peters
Producers: Dave Schram, Hans Pos
Production Companies: Shooting Star Film Company BV, Filmpool GMBH
Delivery Status: Complete
Country of Origin: Netherlands
The fast-paced adventures of Rotterdam’s favourite little rascal, Peter Bell is capable to turn the whole town upside down with his mischief and charm.

HIT ENTERTAINMENT PLC

HIT Entertainment plc, 5th Floor, Maple House, 149 Tottenham Court Road, London W1T 7NF UK. Tel: 44.207.554.2500. Fax: 44.207.388.9215.
sales@hitentertainment.com
www.hitentertainment.com

Company Type: Rights owner / producer / distributor
At MIP-TV: Marie Chappelow (Head of Television), Leila Ouledecheikh (Sales Assistant), Joanna Fairclough (Sales - South East Asia), Sheetal Merchant (Sales Executive), Daniela Tose (Director, Latin America sales), Jill Hutchins (GM, HIT Germany)
Office: Stand No. R34.11
ANGELINA BALLERINA
Series 1 & II (39 x 15’)
Xmas Special - The Show Must Go On (1 x 50’)
Follows the adventures of a remarkable little mouse who dreams of becoming a prima ballerina.

BARNEY

40 x 30’ (Series 800 & 900)
Available now

ENTERTAINING and educating, Barney the purple dinosaur strikes a chord in the hearts of his young followers who love his generous nature and his funny, appealing ways.

BOB THE BUILDER

26 x10’ (Series IX & X)
Special - Knights of Can A Lot (1 x 50’)
Available now
A Christmas To Remember (1 x 50’)
Available now
Delivery Status: Available February 04
Bob and his team of talking building machines continue to delight pre-school audiences worldwide.

FIREFMAN SAM

Series V (26 x10’)
Delivery Status: Availability: Episodes 1-13 + Oct 03 Episodes 14-26 = May 04
Fireman Sam is everybody’s favourite fire fighter. Series 5 features new puppetry, great new characters and a new mountain rescue service complete with helicopter.

OSWALD

52 x 15’ or 26 x 30’
Delivery Status: Available now
Oswald, the whimsical blue octopus, invites you join him and his pet dog, Weenie, on further adventures in the Big City. Created by distinguished children’s book author and illustrator, Dan Yaccarino.

PINGU

Series V (26 x 5’)
Delivery Status: Episodes 1-13 = Feb 04
Episodes 14-26 = July 04
Since his creation for Swiss TV in 1980, Pingu has been delighting children everywhere, with his cheeky antics.

THOMAS & FRIENDS

Series 7 (26 x 5’)
Delivery Status: Available now
Based on The Railway series of books, written by the Rev. W. Awdry and adapted for TV by the award-winning producer Britt Allcroft, Thomas & Friends have captured the hearts and imagination of children worldwide.

HOLLYWOOD CLASSICS

Hollywood Classics, 8 Cleveland Gardens, London W2 6HA UK. Tel: 44.20.7272.4646, Fax: 44.20.7272.3242.
www.hollywoodclassics.com, info@hollywoodclassics.com
At MIP-TV: Joe Dreier (Director), Melanie Tebb (Sales Coordinator), David Llewellyn-Jones (TV Sales Director)
Office: H4.35 (stand 18), Tel: 44.717.477.3615
A HANDFUL OF DUST

Drama (118 min)
Language: English
Director: Charles Sturridge
Producer: Derek Granger
Key Cast: Kristin Scott Thomas, James Wilby, Rupert Graves, Alec Guinness, Judi Dench
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1988, Country of Origin: UK
Adaptation of Evelyn Waugh story of doomed upper class marriage.

I BOUGHT A VAMPIRE

Documento (101 min)
Language: Italian
Director: Fabio Mollo
Producer: Marco De Biasi, Anna Valleri
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1996, Country of Origin: Italy
A vampire buys a motorcycle that refuses to go out at night and develops a lust for blood.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

Comedy (85 min)
Director: English
Language: English
Ian MacNaughton
Producer: Patricia Casey
Key Cast: The Monty Python team
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1971, Country of Origin: UK
A compilation of Monty Python’s earliest TV shows.
DREAM HOUSE

(117 x 22"

Follow each master through the various stages of bringing stone, metal and wood to life, paying particular attention to each project’s problems and challenges.

HORROR ENTERTAINMENT


At MIP-TV: Rob Straight (President), Michael Taverna (Sales and Acquisitions Executive / Head of Production), Caroline Stern (Director of Distribution and Marketing)

Office: Telefilm Canada Stand 02.10, Business Lounge k

SHENMUE

Animated Adventure

Language: Japanese (Dubbled English)

Delivery Status: completed 2003

An animated feature based on the popular Sega game. Ryuko Haruki sets out on a quest to find out why his father was killed and to recover a magic mirror that was stolen at his death.

INSIDER’S GARDEN

(1 x 45’)

This series follows one homeowner per episode through the exhilarating decision-making process of selecting from among three designers’ room-renovation plans, created just for this homeowner.

INSIDER’S GARDEN

(26 x 22’)

A charming family tale about a little monk who dreams of life outside the walls of the monastery. The film is a unique look at the people who dream and make these fantasy homes a reality.

SUBTERRANEANS

(1 x 45’)

Some dream of luxury high rises or palatial estates. Others want to go under coves or under hills. Join us for a special look at the people who dream and make these fantasy homes a reality.

ZIP CODE 007

(1 x 45’)

Actress Jane Seymour hosts this tour of the real-life homes of some of the most memorable Bond spics and villains.

HONG KONG TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Hong Kong Trade Development Council, 38/F, Office Tower, Convention Plaza, 1 Harbour Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong, Tel: 852.2584.3333. Fax: 852.2824.0249. hktde.org.hk, www.hkfilmart.com/hkfilmart

Company Type: (Sales agent, producer, distributor)

At MIP-TV: Michel Jourdan

Office: booth no. is Palais 01 - Booth 1

THE BUSINESS OF FILM

Maren is blind and visits her pen-pal in New York City. She can explore the spellbinding “sights” of the metropolis by emotions, humor and sensitivity. There might be in them.

CANNES PRODUCT GUIDE

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
Deadly Deceit
Thriller (90 minutes) New Title - Market Premiere
Language: English
Director: Chris Philpott
Producer: Chris Philpott, Dan Woods
Cast: Kelly Harms, Wateta Storms, Chris Owens, Gordon Currie
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
A husband bets a handsome stranger that his wife will be faithful to him with deadly results.

The Risen
Psychological thriller (94 minutes)
Language: English
Cast: Alberta Watson, Eugene Lipinski and Helen Shaver
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
A woman recovering from emergency surgery that saved her life is haunted by the image of a boy and searches for the answers to the nightmares that have invaded her mind.

Danger Fears
Factual Feature (90 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Brian Trenchard-Smith
Producer: Brian Trenchard-Smith
Cast: Grant Page, Max Aspin
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Heart stopping death defying stunts by the master of disaster. A visual encyclopedia of the stunt mans art. Behind the scenes look at the stunts from Mad Max and Beyond Thunder-dome and others.

Screamers
Cast: Peter Weller, Jennifer Rubin and Roy Dupuis star in this 1997 multi-million dollar science-fiction paranoid thriller written by Philip K. Dick (Total Recall, Minority Report)
A planet ravaged by war. High tech mechanical weapons that travel underground and 'scream' when they kill. But something is wrong – the 'screamers' have evolved and turned on their makers!

Men Seeking Women
Comedy (93 Minutes)
Language: English
Cast: Will Ferrell, Grant Shaud
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Will Ferrell stars in this romantic comedy with a twist – this time its three guys trying to find the perfect girlfriend – with hilarious results.

Grim Weekend
Thriller (90 minutes)
Language: English
Cast: Ken Hebert, Amanda Watson
Country of Origin: USA
Delivery Status: Completed
On the road, four friends pick up a young female hitchhiker who scares them with urban myth tales of a killer clown in the surrounding woodlands.

Imagination Worldwide, LLC
Imagination Worldwide, LLC, 9107 Wilshire Blvd. #625, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 USA. Tel: 310.888.3494. Fax: 310.859.7173.
Company Type: (Sales agent, producer, distributor)
At MIP-TV: Pierre David (Chairman & CEO), Lawrence Goebel (President);
Acquisition Executive: Helene Raynaud
Office: AFMA Stand # 01.02, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.82.07
SAVING SARA
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Douglas Jackson
Producer: Pierre David, Tom Berry, Stefan Wodoslawsky
Cast: TBD
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Country of Origin: Canada
A family finds itself blackmailed by the only man who can save their daughter's life.

Dead Easy
Thriller (95 Minutes)
Language: English
Director: Neil Sundstrom
Producer: Paul Raleigh
Cast: Richard Grieco, Joanna Pacula, Thandi Puren
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004
Simon Storm thought he had it all: a beautiful wife, an alluring mistress, money and fame. It was a deadly mistake.

Stranger at the Door
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Douglas Jackson
Producer: Pierre David, Tom Berry, Stefan Wodoslawsky
Cast: Linda Purl, Perry King
Delivery Status: Post-Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Canada
When her long lost son showed up at the door, Katherine Norris never imagined the terror that would be brought upon her family.

Impact
Impact, River House, 33 Point Pleasant, Parklands Square, London, SW19 1NN UK. Tel: 44.208.870.25.90
movietv@impactfilms.net
At MIP-TV: Jon Brewer (President), Laura Rojko (Sales Director), Jung Hwan Lee (Sales Animation Consultant), Mark Dutch (Producer/Animation)
Office: 02.34, Tel: 33.492.99.82.07
Dario Argento - The Interview
Documentary (55 min)
Language: Italian/ Sub Titled English
Director: Jamie Brewer
Producer: Jon Brewer
Key Cast: Lamberto Bava, Dario Argento
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: UK
Lamberto Bava meets Dario Argento - An exclusive interview filmed in Rome. The two directors of classic horror fame reunite to discuss their legendary horror collaborations.

Total Rock
Reality Based (30 min)
Language: English
Producer: Jon Brewer
Key Cast: Alice Cooper, Howard Marks, Motorhead, Glenn Hughes
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003
Step inside a dusty upstairs room of a London Pub and experience the reality that is Total Rock. Based on a radio station, the characters could not be more original, unusual and funny.

Ultra Guardians
Animation / Sci Fi (30 min)
Director: English
Producer: Jon Brewer
Delivery Status: In Production
Ultra Guardians are super beings responsible for protecting the entire human race from evil

Mix of Nation - Cream
Music Entertainment (30 min)
Language: English
Director: Various
Producer: Key Cast: Juggle Joos, Tiesto, Paul Van Dyk, Seb Fontin
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Budget 500,000
Mix of Nation - Cream is the definitive guide to global dance culture, travelling around the world with number one DJ's with the biggest selling tracks.

The Classic Artist Series
Documentary (60 mins, 90 mins DVD)
Language: English
Director: Various
Producer: Jon Brewer
Key Cast: Cream, Metallica, Moody Blues, Joe Cocker, Motorhead, Jimi Hendrix, Robert Palmer, Neil Young, ZZ Top, Deep Purple
Delivery Status: In Development
A walk through the lives of the greatest performers in Rock history. Insights into the personal lives and musical works of the legends that shaped the face of Rock

IBC (International Broadcast Communications)
IBC (International Broadcast Communications), 8033 Sunset Blvd. #935, Los Angeles, CA 90046 USA. Tel: 323.365.1231
At MIP-TV: Jon Helmrich (President)
Office: R. 30.16, Fax: 323.935.6905

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilms.com
THE 5 COOLEST THINGS
Extreme Sports (60 Minutes or 30 minutes)
Language: English
Key Cast: Matt LeBlanc
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
NIGHTMOVIES
Documentary (90 Minutes)
Language: English
Director: Stuart Samuels
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
INTRAMOVIES
Intramovies, Via E. Manfredi 15 - 00197 Rome, Italy.
Tel.: 39.06.807.61.57 – 06.807.72.52. Fax: 39.06.807.61.56.
mail@intramovies.com
www.intramovies.com
At MIP-TV: Micela Fusco (Dir. of Tv Sales, 39.335.604.39.15), Federica Mei
(Sales Manager, 39.333.75.44.926), Paola Mantovani (Sales Coordinator,
39.347.45.49.446), Marco Valerio Fusco (Marketing, 39.335.705.29.82).
Office: Palais Du Festival, Stand # 10.23 Level 01, Tel. 33.4.92.99.81.72
PRIDE (ODROGGLIO)
Drama (13 x 100’)
Director: Giorgio Serafini, Vittorio De Sisti
Producer: TITANUS
Cast: Elena Sofia Ricci, Daniele Pecci,
Paolo Ferrari, Franco Castellano, Nicola di Pinto
On the day of Anna’s wedding, Pietro Pironi - the only man she has ever loved -
gets back to town after 16 years in America.
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Drama (2 x 100’)
Director: Fabrizio Costa
Producer: TITANUS
Cast: Alessio Boni (la meglia gioventu),
Anita Caprioli Franco Castellano, Juraj Rasla
Based on the novel by Emily Bronte, a story of love and uncontrollable passion,
exploring the depths of sentiments down to the extreme conclusions that love can lead to, especially if it is strongly opposed.
THE THREE-LEGGED FOX (LA VOLPE A TRE ZAMPE)
Drama (90 min)
Language: Italian with English subtitles
Director: Sandro Dionisio
Producer: Castilleja - Teatri Uniti
Cast: Alberto Nolano, Miranda Otto,
Nadja Uhl
Producer: Cattleya - Teatri Uniti
Director Sandro Dionisio
Drama (90 min)
THE THREE-LEGGED FOX (LA VOLPE A TRE ZAMPE)
Drama (90 min)
Producer: Firefly Films, Produced,
written & directed by Erik Fernstrom
This compelling one-hour documentary, tells the tragic story of the disappearing snow leopard, victimized by illegal killing trading in Central Asia and now on the very brink of extinction.
ARMED AND INNOCENT
Documentary (1 x 18 Minutes)
Producer: Firefly Films, Produced,
written & directed by Roya Hakakian
Robert DeNiro hosts this powerful 18-minute documentary that shares the personal experiences of children who have been forced to be direct participants in war.
VENICE BEACH: LOST AND FOUND
Documentary (1 x 57 Minutes)
Producer: Brad Bemis Productions
This engaging documentary takes an affectionate look at the past and present of Southern California’s most colorful beach community through the eyes of many residents.
B-17: FLYING LEGEND
Documentary (1 x 52 Minutes)
Producer: Fortress Films, Produced and directed by Mark Feigus
This documentary examines the history of WWII’s most famous airplane and raises awareness about the importance of keeping the remaining B-17s flying for generations to come.
UNCOVERING THE TRUTH ABOUT JESUS
Documentary (1 x 92 Minutes or 2 x 46 Minutes)
Producer: Grizzly Adams Productions
Who was Jesus? Was He born of a virgin? Did He perform miracles? Did He die and rise from the dead? And is He the Son of God? Jesus Christ.
FENG SHUI: LIVING IN HARMONY
Documentary (1 x 54 Minutes)
Producer: Faction! TV
This film looks at the roots of Feng Shui with masters demonstrating how the ancient Chinese science is still deeply rooted in the everyday lives of the Chinese people.
STOWAWAYS: HOW MICE, RATS & ROACHES CONQUERED THE WORLD
Documentary (1 x 50 Minutes)
Producer: Langbein-Skalnik TV
This documentary brings the fascinating world of these small animals to the television screen - their nutrition and reproduction cycles, their mechanisms of adaptation, and their unique relationship with mankind.
JANSON MEDIA
Janson Media, 88 Semmern Road,
Harrington Park, NJ 07640 USA. Tel:
201.784.8488. Fax: 201.784.2993.
www.janson.com
Company Type: producer, distributor
Key Cast: Matt LeBlanc
Language: English
Minutes)
Extreme Sports (60 Minutes or 30
This documentary examines the
time 94 min)
Drama (time 94 min)
Documentary (1 x 45 Minutes)
Producer: Erik Fernstrom Films;
Produced, written & directed by Erik Fernstrom
This compelling one-hour documentary, tells the tragic story of the disappearing snow leopard, victimized by illegal killing trading in Central Asia and now on the very brink of extinction.
Documentary (1 x 50 Minutes)
Producer: Langbein-Skalnik TV
This documentary brings the fascinating world of these small animals to the television screen - their nutrition and reproduction cycles, their mechanisms of adaptation, and their unique relationship with mankind.

KIDDINX MEDIA AG
KIDDINX MEDIA AG, Lahnstrasse 21,
Berlin, 12055 Berlin, Germany. Tel:
49.30.68927.124. Fax: 49.30.68927.125.
www.kiddinx.tv
At MIP-TV: Eberhard Wecker (CEO),
Wolfgang Otterstein (COO), Andrea
Bannert-Droeff (Director, TV &
Merchandising), Anneke Vogt
(Marketing Director)
Office: Tel. 49.172.322.22.10
BENJAMIN THE ELEPHANT
www.benjaminbluemchen.de
Animation (52 x 26 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Karsten Kilerich
Producer: Kiddinx Studios GmbH
Delivery Status: In Development
Budget: 14,4 mio Euro
Year of Production: 2002, Country of Origin: Germany
Elephantastic adventures with Benjamin - the cuddly loving elephant who never tires to stride in when help is needed.
Benjamin (the smartest and most talented canine
Jewel thieves on the loose kidnap Buddy (the smartest and most talented canine alive!) and try to force him to help them steal a priceless gem from the Fernfield Museum.
LA HUIT
La Huit, 218 bis rue de Charonne, Paris 75012 France. Tel: 33.1.53.44.70.88. Fax: (33) 1.43.43.75.33. www.tf1france-intl.com, distribution@lahtuf.fr
At MIP-TV: Gilles LE MAO (President & Producer), Stéphane JOURDAIN (Producer), Caroline HELBURG (Producer), Sabine Moissan (Head of sales), Marco MAGRANER (Communication)
Office: Marketplace (Booth # H4.35), Tel: 33.4.92.99.85.96, Fax: 33.4.92.99.85.97
FREEDOM NOW! SHOOTING MUSIC TODAY
Music Documentary Series (6 x 50’)
Language: English
Director: Jérôme DE MISSOLZ, Anais PROSAIC, Claude SANTIAGO, Jacques GOLSTEIN, Guy GIRARD, Guillaume DERO
Producer: Stéphane Jourdain Co-Production Partners: La Huit / Mezzo Banlieues Bleues
Key Cast: Taj Mahal, ICP, Dave Douglas, Cheikh Raba, DJSPOKKY, Dirty dozen Brass Band
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: France
Carte blanche to 6 directors on the occasion of the Banlieues Bleues Festival Twentieth Edition.
MARC RIBOT, THE LAST STRING
Documentary / Music (52’)
Language: English
Director: Anais PROSAIC
Producer: Stéphane JOURDAIN Co-Production Partners: La Huit / MEZZO Banlieues Bleues
Key Cast: Marc Ribot, New York City Saxophone Legend, Pop Rock, Jazz, World Music
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: France
MAYOR OF THE SUNSET STRIP
Feature Documentary (1 x 120)
Cast: Rodney Bingenheimer, David Bowie, Cher, Mick Jagger, Alice Cooper, Courtney Love, Gwen Stefani, Paul McCartney, Keanu Reeves, Neil Young, Beck, Tori Amos, Joan Jett, Sonny Bono
Delivery Status: available now
This emotional documentary follows the remarkable life of Rodney Bingenheimer, a trend setting Los Angeles Disc Jockey who helped launch the careers of Van Halen, No Doubt, Blondie, Billy Idol and Coldplay.
ENTRUSTED
Period (1 x 120 -Movie Version) (2 X 90 -Mini-Series Version)
Cast: Klaus Maria Brandauer, Giovanna Mezzogiorno, Thomas Sangster, Thierry Lhermitte
Delivery Status: Available now
One woman’s compelling story to extradite the Jews from Nazi France, by using funds secretly deposited into Swiss Bank Accounts.
VIEW OF TERROR
Suspense/Thriller (1 x 120)
Cast: Shannon Doherty, Charles Powell
Delivery Status: Available now
Celeste’s dream life is about to become a nightmare as she finds herself the target of a dangerous voyeur.
THE LEGENDARY ADVENTURE SERIES
(700 x 30 eps.)
Language: English
Director: Various
Delivery Status: Completed
From the “Golden Age of Television” Hollywood’s greatest talents in a variety of Award-Winning Series.

LIGHTNING ENTERTAINMENT
(SEE MAINLINE RELEASING)

LOMBARDI FILMS
Lombardi Films, Oettingens, 48,
Munich, 80538 Germany. Tel:
49.21.66.76.36. Fax: 0049-21 66 76 37.
At MIP-TV: Lea Sanders (Director),
Alexander Mönch (Associated Producer)
Office: H4.35. Tel: 33.492.99.85.96.
33.673.57.43.47. 33.392.99.85.97
CELEBRATION OF FLIGHT
Documentary (Adventure and Travel)
(52;78; 90)
Language: English, German
Director: Juliette Sanders
Producer: Robert Porsch
Co-Production Partners: De Facto
Key Cast: Actors: Daniel Rundström
(78 years old Swedish Pilot), Rainstar
(16 years old Indian Boy), Director: Lea
Sanders, Camera: Ralf Leistl, Editor:
Jean-Claude Piroul, Music: Gary
Marlowe, Producer: SilverWings,
Corpode: De Facto, Associated
Producer: Alexander Mönch
Delivery Status: Post Production
Budget: Euro 280.000
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin:
Dominica, West Indies (Carrib)
A unique friendship: a 78 years old Swede
and a 16 year old Indian Boy from the
Caribbean Sea share one dream: to
develop and build their very own
airplane.

M6 DROITS AUDIOVISUELS
M6 Droits Audiovisuels, 89 avenue
Charles-de-Gaulle, 92575 Neuilly-sur-
Seine cedex, France. Tel: 33.1.41.92.68.
66. Fax: 33.1.41.92.68.69.
www.m6da.com
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Laetitia de la Gravière
(Executive Vice President)
 info@mainlinereleasing.com,
 infomarvista.net, www.marvista.net
At MIP-TV: Joseph Szew
(President/CEO), Michael Jacobs
(President of Production and
Distribution), Mar Gaya (Managing
Director, MarVista Europe), Fernando
Szew (Managing Director), George Port
(Executive Vice President)
Office: 09.06. Tel: 33.4.20.99 8243
MYSTERY HUNTERS
Children - Teens (52 x 30)
The Mystery Hunters and Doubting Dave
combine their efforts to explore ghosts,
aliens, the Northern Lights, voodoo and
dragons.

PIT PONY
Family (44 x 30)
In 1904, twelve-year-old Willie MacLean
is growing up in a coal-mining town with
his beloved pony, amidst the turbulent
change of a new century.
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STONE UNDERCOVER
Action Adventure (26 x 60)
Cast: Chris William Martin, Janet Kidder, Stuart Margolin
Tom Stone is an ex-cop, ex-con, ex-rough-neck, and ex-cowboy who finds himself in jail on a bad rap for scrambling a little money.

SOUNDER
Family (104 min)
Cast: Cicely Tyson, Paul Winfield & Kevin Hooks
Set in rural Louisiana during the Depression, Sounder is the heartfelt story of a sharecropper family struggling to overcome adversity.

KIDDO THE SUPER TRUCK
Animation (1 x 90)
Kiddo is a magical truck who can transform himself into anything he wishes to be, from a race car to a rocket and everything in-between.

SOUTH OF HEAVEN WEST OF HELL
Action - Western (133 min)
Cast: Dwight Yoakam, Vince Vaughn, Billy Bob Thornton, Bridget Fonda, Peter Fonda and Paul Reubens
In a desolate Arizona mining town, U.S. Marshal Valentine Casey confronts the outlaw Henry Gang as they rob the bank, murdering everyone in their path.

MISTY
Family (91 min)
Cast: David Ladd and Arthur O’Connell
A warmhearted tale of a twelve year old boy and his sister living with their grandparents on a pony ranch off the Virginia coast who fall in love with a beautiful wild horse.

MARATHON
Marathon, 74, rue Bonaparte, Paris, 75006 France. Tel: 33.1.53.10.91.00. Fax: 33.1.43.25.04.66. www.marathon.fr, marathoon@marathon.fr
At MIP-TV: BREMONT Olivier (CEO), BOUTEILLET Emmanuelle (Sales Executive), LEVY Monica (Sales Executive)
Office: R27.03

SAINT TROPEZ
www.sainttropezthereseries.com
Drama (360 x 52’)
Language: VF
Director: Eric Summer, Sylvie Ayme, Christophe Salachas, Philippe Roussel, Fred Demont
Producer: Marathon; Co-Production Partners: TF1/SFP
Key Cast: Bénédicte Delmas, Tonya Kinzerger, Adeline Blondieau, Christine Lemler, Frédéric Debain, Stéphane Slima, Marie-Christine Adam, David Brécourt.
Delivery Status: In Production Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: France

In the style of a psychological drama and romantic comedy, SAINT-TROPEZ portrays the touching destinies of three women, LAURE, CAROLINE and JESSICA who fight against every obstacle to live out their professional and romantic passions.

IS LOVE
Drama
Language: VA, VF
Director: Paolo Barzman, Craig Pryce, Graeme Lynch
Co-production Partners: Galafilms, Telefactory
Key Cast: Laurence Leboeuf, Meaghan Rath, Jaclyn Linetsky, Max Walker, Vadim Schneider.
Delivery Status: In Production Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Canada
An edgy half-hour teen drama about coming-of-age in a unique environment.

ARTE
Nature, History, Social (53 min)
Director: Günter, Carsten, Natascha
Producer: ARTE
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MDC INTERNATIONAL
mdc international, Schillerstr. 7a, Berlin, 10625 Germany. Tel.: 00.49.30.264.979.00, Fax: 00.49.30.264.979.10. www.mdc-int.de, info@mdc-int.de
At MIP-TV: Wigbert Moschall (General Manager), Eva Geissler (Sales Manager), Office: Palais H 4.35 The Marketplace (t: 9299856 f: 92998597)
A MAN LIKE ME
www.icelandicfilmcompany.com
Social satire (90 minutes)
Language: Icelandic, Chinese with English subtitles
Director: Robert I. Douglas
Producer: Icelandic Film Company Co-Production Partners: Clarence Hui/Creative Artists Management Hong Kong
Key Cast: Jon Gnarr, Stephanie Che
Delivery Status: completed film
A postal worker has some lunch in a Chinese restaurant and falls in love with the Chinese waitress. They start dating and quickly fall in and out of love, the waitress returning to China.

CARTOUCHE PRINCE OF THE STREETS
Animated series for children (26 episodes of half an hour)
Language: English
Director: Xavier Giacometti
Producer: Marc du Pontavice, Odile Limousin, Michaela Rothmund Co-Production Partners: Vif 2.KG, Vif 3.KG, Xilam Animation, and Studorines Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2002, Country of Origin: Germany/France
18th century romantic hero Cartouche, a proud and ardent rebel, has proclaimed himself friend of the poor.

DO FISH DO IT?
Drama (93 minutes)
Language: Icelandic
Director: Hilmar Oddsson
Producer: Fríðrik Thor FridrikssonAnnaMaria Karlsdóttir Cast: Ingvar Sigurdsson, Áslákur Ingason Delivery Status: completed film
A 40-year-old man hides in a self-made prison of mundane life. The film opens as he finally becomes resolved to dare gazing at - and come to terms with - someone’s totally different life. His unhinkable past.

YOU LOVE
Drama (83 minutes)
Language: Russian
Director: Olga StolpOskaya, Dmitry Troitsky Producer: Olga StolpOskaya, Dmitry Troitsky Cast: LubovTolkalina, Yevgeniy Koriakovskiy, Damir Badmaev Delivery Status: completed film
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Russia
Tim and Vera’s relationship seems to have some healing power for them, but on the day of their first anniversary dinner, Vera comes home to find Tim in bed with Uloomji - a young Kalmyk male.

THE NOMI SONG
Documentary (98 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Andrew Horn
Producer: CV films and Cameo Delivery Status: completed film
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Germany
The man-on-the-street has probably never heard of Klaus Nomi, and possibly never will. Nonetheless he provoked a minor riot in Bordeaux and a sensation in Paris.

ASYMÄK, TALES FROM THE SAHARA
Documentary (110 minutes)
Language: Tamashek (English subtitles)
Director: Mulrike Koch
Producer: Afli sinniger Delivery Status: completed film
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Switzerland
One man’s search for his lost camel becomes the narrative thread around which he weaves the film.

COWBOYS & ANGELS
Drama (90 minutes)
Language: English
Director: David Gleeson
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Ireland, Germany
A hapless civil servant who gets more than he bargained for when he moves into an apartment with a gay fashion student and finds himself on the catwalk.

MEGA.FILMS.NET
At MIP-TV: François Barraud (TV Sales Manager & Marketing) Office: Marketplace H4.35. Tel: 33.663.425.914 RÜZZ & BEN www.megafilms.net Stop motion animation special (26’)
Language: No dialogue
Director: Philippe Julen Producer: JPL, Co-Production Partners: ARTE and ONF Canada Key Cast: Trailer online Delivery Status: In Production Budget 300 000 Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: France
In a city, Ruzz and Ben, 8 and 12 years old, tempt to make fly a kite and discover an old abandoned factory, inhabited by Rhizome, vegetal being observing them.

OLD MOVIE STAR REVIVAL
www.megafilms.net Animation series (13 x 7’)
Language: No dialogue
Director: Bruno Collet Producer: Vivement Lundi!, Co-Production Partners: 8 1/2 Films (Fr), Samsa (Lu), Rinke (NS) Delivery Status: Pre-Production Budget 2,500,000 Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Belgium
When “Shallow Grave” meets “The Whole Nine Yards”. Screen director’s promo reel to feature promo this amazing psychological thriller!
A QUESTION OF SEX
Lifestyle Programming (26 x 30 min)
Producers: Men & Motors
Production Company: Men & Motors
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: United Kingdom
Enjoy the fun and frolics when two teams compete against each other on this wacky game show.

FANTASY JACKPOT
Lifestyle Programming (26 x 30 min)
Producers: Men & Motors
Production Company: Men & Motors
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Unied Kingdom
Win or Lose; audiences and contestants are always entertained.

MIKE YOUNG DISTRIBUTION
Mike Young Distribution, 20353 Ventura Blvd., Suite 225, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 USA. Tel: 818.999.0062. Fax: 818.999.0172
At MIP-TV: Mike Young (Partner/Producer), Liz Young (Partner/Producer), Bill Schultz (Partner/Producer), Regis Brown (Vice President, International Distribution)
Office: R34.14

JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEWINKS
Children’s CGI animation Fantasy-adventure (40 x 23 minutes)
Produced by: Entara Ltd. and Mike Young Productions
Jakers! follows the adventures of Piggley, a spunky eight-year-old pig, and his friends Dannan the Duck and Ferny the Bull on Raloo Farm in Ireland.

PET ALIEN
3D, CGI animation Fantasy-adventure (26 half hours) (52 x 11 minutes)
Produced by: Mike Young Productions, Antefilms Production, and Crest Communication Ltd
Goofy aliens from another dimension take up unwanted residence in ten-year-old Tommy’s home. It’s Tex Avery meets SpongeBob in 3D, CGI.

TODDWORLD
Children’s 2D animation, preschool Fantasy-adventure (52 x 11 minutes)
Produced by: Mike Young Productions, ToddWorld, Inc and L&G Creative Resources, Inc and Discovery Kids
ToddWorld takes place in the word of Todd, an artistic, offbeat six-year-old and his friends “Pickle”, “Dot”, “Sophie”, “Todd’s dog, the cat “Mitz”, and an endless assortment of vibrantly-colored animals and an occasional alien visitor or two.

DIVE OLLY DIVE!
Children’s CGI animation, preschool Fantasy and bath time fun (52 x 11 minutes)
Produced by: Mike Young Productions, Crest Communication Ltd and Telegael Dive into excitement with Olly the Submarine, and his friends, for an ocean of magical deep-sea adventure and learning.

HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
2D animation for 6-12 year-olds Action-adventure (39 x 23 minutes)
Produced by: Mike Young Productions
The mighty warrior of legend returns to do battle with his arch enemy Skeletor and his evil minions.

MINOTAUR INTERNATIONAL
Minotaur International, 160 Great Portland Street, London, W1W 5QA, UK. Tel: 44.207.299.5700. Fax: 44.207.299.5777.
general@minotaur.co.uk, www.minotaur.tv
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Sarah Tong (VP), Dayna Donaldson (Senior Sales Executive), Rachel Grant (Sales Executive), Vanessa Killah (Sales Executive), Victoria Charles (Press & Marketing Executive); Acquisition Executive: Debbie Deas Office: Stand 25.01. Tel: 33.49.22.91.8104

DEAD FAMOUS
Factual Entertainment (6 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Producer: Two Four Productions
Cast: Gail Porter, Chris Fleming
Cynical but curious Gail Porter and ghost hunter Chris Fleming scour the streets of Hollywood in search of celebrity spirits including Marilyn Monroe, Elvis, James Dean and Frank Sinatra.

CASINO CASINO
Game show Format (20 x half hours)
Language: English
Producer: Gag Productions
Co-production partners: Talent TV
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: UK
This new cutting-edge dramatised game can be for the resort staff.

SOHAM: A FAMILY’S STORY
Factual (1 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Director: David Cohen
Producer: David Cohen
Co-production partners: Psychology News & SMG TV Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: UK
The murder of Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman created worldwide headlines.
This documentary gains unique access to one family’s personal journey through an experience most of us cannot even imagine.

THE WEB OF BELOONG (WORKING TITLE)
Drama (2 x 1 hour or 1 x 2 hours)
Language: English
Producer: The Producers
Cast: Brenda Blethyn, Anna Massey, Rosemary Harris, Kevin Whately
A tender, perceptive and at times a deeply funny story about marital breakdown and human endurance, starring Brenda Blethyn.

BROTHERS OF THE FOREST
Factual Special (1 x 1 hour or 1 x 90 mins)
Language: English
Subtitles: Producer: Aurora Films
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: UK
This fascinating film charts the history of Estonia’s most famous bandits - Aivar and Ulo Votka - who were captured after 14 years of hiding out in the forest.

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
Factual Special (1 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Producer: Ginger TV
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: UK
This big budget one-hour special blends state-of-the-art graphics with dramatic reconstruction to shed new light on the military reasons behind one of the greatest military blunders of all time.

BABY BABY
Factual/Entertainment Series (20 x half hours)
Language: English
Producer: Real Life Media
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: UK
Baby Baby will follow the major life-changes multiple births can bring to a family. Double trouble or twice as nice?

CLUB REPS
Factual/Entertainment Series (10 x half hours)
Language: English
Producer: SMG TV Productions
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: UK
Set in the buzzing resort of Playa del Ingles on Gran Canaria, this series takes an in depth look at just how tough life can be for the resort staff.

FASHANU’S FOOTBALL CHALLENGE
Factual/Entertainment Series (25 x 1 hour flagship show)
Language: English
Producer: Fash TV Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
A brand new reality series where budding football stars from all over the UK battle it out for a place in an amateur league team managed by international football legend John Fashamu.

MOBIUS INTERNATIONAL
At MIP-TV: Helen Lee Kim (Director, International Sales)
Office: 01.02, Tel: 011.33.49.22.98.82.07

CHAOES
Action
Language: English
Director: Tony Giglio (In Enemy Hands, Love, Sex & Murder, Soccer Dog: The Movie)
Starring: Jason Stathom (Transporter 2, The Italian Job, Snatch), Ryan Phillippe (Crash, Gosford Park, Anti Trust), Wesley Snipes (Blade, The Art of War, US Marshal)
Status: Pre-Production Country of Origin: US
Two detectives are partnered up and must uncover how five bank robbers escaped from a bank heist with over one billion dollars.

THE WENDELL BAKER STORY
Comedy
Language: English
Co-Directors: Andrew Wilson and Luke Wilson
Starring: Owen Wilson (Starsky and Hutch, Shanghai Knights), Luke Wilson (Legally Blonde 2, Alex and Emma), Eva Mendes (Once Upon a Time in Mexico, 2 Fast 2 Furious), Will Ferrell (Elf, Old School), Eddie Griffin (Deuce Bigalow: Electric Gigolo, Undercover Brother), Kris Kristofferson (Blade: Trinity, Blade II), Harry Dean Stantion (The Big Bounce, Anger Management)
Status: Post-Production Country of Origin: US
An ex-con with a heart of gold finds work at a retirement home, where he befriends several of the colorful residents and helps them rebel against the crooked owners.

CAGE FIGHTER
Action
Director: TBA
Language: English
Starring: Jean Claude Van Damme (Replicant, Blood Sport)
Status: Pre-Production Country of Origin: USA
A seasoned martial arts warrior tests his skills in a barbaric underground cage-fighting tournament.

RETOGRADE
Action
Language: English
Director / Writer: Christopher Kulikowski (Aurora)
Starring: Dolph Lundgren (The Peacekeeper, Universal Soldier)
Status: Pre-Production Country of Origin: USA
Two time travelers with opposing views are sent back to the present aboard a research ship in the Antarctic to prevent a global biological disaster from occurring.

EXTREME DATING
Action-Adventure
Language: English
Director: Lorena David (Outta Time, Eastside)
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One Last Chance
Comedy
Format: Feature Film
Director: Stewart Svassand
Producer: Anne Batz
Executive Producers: Steve Robbins, Jim Reeve, Dougray Scott
Cast: Kevin McKidd, Iain Robertson, Jamie Sives, Dougray Scott
Status: Completed
When three friends accidentally discover gold in a sleepy Scottish village, the local gangster plots to take a piece of the action.

**New Dominion Pictures**
New Dominion Pictures, 1000 Film Way, Suffolk, VA 23434 USA. Tel: 757.923.1300. Fax: 757.923.1340. www.newdominion.com

**The New Detectives**
Documentary/Reenactment (121 x 60 min)
The New Detectives profiles the work of world-renowned forensics experts and criminal investigators and the techniques they use to solve murders and other crimes.

**The FBI Files**
Documentary/Reenactment (103 x 60 min)
Whether it handles bullets or bombs, fingerprints or fibers, the FBI takes on tough cases, grappling with fraud, drug trafficking, kidnapping and murder, extortion and terrorism.

**Ghost Stories**
Drama (44 x 30 min)
Unrequited love. Abiding fear. Infinite vengeance. Unfinished business. Sometimes the death defies. Ghost Stories: the stuff that screams are made of. A Haunting in Doci-Drama (2 x 60)
Strange occurrences, bizarre visions, the paranormal. A Haunting In are the true stories of these unusual happenings, and the people that are affected by them.

**New Suit**
Comedy/Feature Film
Director: Christopher Cartwright
Producers: Laurent M. Zilber, Christina N. Zilber
Cast: Jordan Bridges, Marisa Coughlan, Heather Donahue, Paul McCrane, Dan Hedaya
Status: Completed
When a struggling screenwriter jokingly mentions a “hot” script that doesn’t actually exist, all of Hollywood’s major players clamor to get in on the action.

**Evel**
Biography/Feature Film
Director: George Eads (CSI)
Producers: Laurent M. Zilber, Christina N. Zilber
Cast: George Eads (CSI)
Status: Pre-production

**You Can’t Stop the Murders**
Comedy/Feature Film
Director: Anthony Mir
Producer: Anastasia Sideris
Cast: Anthony Mir, Gary Eck, Akmal Sales
Status: Completed
In a tiny town in nowhereville Australia, a serial killer is on the loose, and he’s obsessed with The Village People, the iconic 70’s pop group.

**Myriad Pictures**
Myriad Pictures, 405 S. Beverly Drive, 5th Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 USA. Tel: 310.279.4000. Fax: 310.279.4001

**For Love or Money**
Relationship (1 x 60)

**Stand Tall: Best of the Beatles**
Documentary (52 min)
Language: English
Director: Geoff Wonfor
Producer: 5th Productions
Delivery Status: Pre-Production

**New Dominion**
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**Critical Rescue**
Documentary/Dramatic Reenactment (14 x 60 min)
These are the true stories of emergency response and medical teams who battle impossible odds, risking everything to save lives.

**Navigation SEALs: the Untold Stories**
Doco-Drama (7 x 60 min)
Based on first-person accounts, this extraordinary mini-series captures the danger and emotion of seven actual, classified SEAL missions.

**Ghost Stories**
Drama (44 x 30 min)
Unrequited love. Abiding fear. Infinite vengeance. Unfinished business. Sometimes the death defies. Ghost Stories: the stuff that screams are made of. A Haunting in Doci-Drama (2 x 60)
Strange occurrences, bizarre visions, the paranormal. A Haunting In are the true stories of these unusual happenings, and the people that are affected by them.

**Nonstop Sales AB**
Nonstop Sales AB, Döbelnsgatan 24, SE-113 52 Stockholm, Sweden. Tel: 46(0)8.673.99.80. Fax 46(0)8.673.99.88. info@nonstopsales.net, www.nonstopsales.net

**Company Type:** International Sales Agent At MIP-TV: Michael Werner (Sales Director, Mobile: 46.70.733.28.55), Karin Thun (Sales Coordinator, Mobile: 46.704.16.99.89)

**Office:** The Marketplace/MEDIA Umbrella, Stand number H4.35, Floor 4

**Hush, Hush, Baby! (SHOUF SHOUF HABBI)!!**
Comedy (89 min)
Language: Dutch, English subtitles
Director: Albert ter Heerdt
Producer: Joran Willink, René Huybrechts, Frank Bak
Prod. Comp: Theorema Films
Status: completed (National release dated 2004-01-29)
Year: 2003, Country: The Netherlands
A refreshing comedy about Ab, a born Moroccan kid who is trying to find his place in the western society.

**Interview**
Drama (89 min)
Language: Dutch/subtitled in English
Director: Theo van Gogh
Producer: Gijs van de Veldeleken, René Huybrechts, Frank Bak
Prod. Comp: Column Productions B.V.
Cast: Pierre Bokma, Katja Schuurman, Ellen Ten Damme, Theo Maassen, Michaël de Jong
Status: Completed
A journalist who quickly finds himself in a maelstrom of corruption by a young criminal. An elite unit of cops is caught in a web of power and corruption, trying to bring down a powerful criminal empire. Starring: Justin Timberlake, Kevin Spacey, Morgan Freeman, And L.L. Cool J. Directed By: David J. Burke.

**EDISON**

Office: 20.10, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8123
International Sales)
Chairman), Carole Delossantos (V .P.
At MIP-TV: Danny Dimbort (Co-
310.388.6900. Fax: 310.388.6901.
California 90048 USA. Tel:
W ilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
Nu Image / Millennium Films, 6423
Language: Norwegian/English subtitles
Director: Hilde Heier
Producer: Finn Gjerdrum
Prod. Comp: Paradox Produksjon AS
Cast: Ida Marta Dahr Nygaard, Amanda Johansen, Marit Åslein Kvakland, Ingrid Lorentzen, Bård Tufte Lindbæck, Stig Henrik Hoff, Anne Ryg,

**THE WOMAN OF MY LIFE** (KVINNEN I MITT LIV)

Year: 2003, Country: Norway
Status: Completed (Premiered in Norway October, 2003.)

One day her world is about to change. And in this change she finds a new man. That is until he meets her and her life will never be the same again. Starring: Thomas Gietsen, Ane Dahl Torp. Director: Alexander Eik. Prod. Comp: Filmkameratene A/S

**THE BEAST OF BEAUTY (LILLE FROKEN NORGE)**

Year: 2003, Country: Norway

This is a modern fairy tale movie for children and young people with all the classic elements of good vs. evil.

**CRAZY IN LOVE**

Director: Petter Nass (Oscar-Nominated Foreign-Film “Elling”) Starring: Josh Hartnett (“Pearl Harbor”, “Black Hawk Down”) Radha Mitchell (Phone Booth, Pitch Black)

CRAZY IN LOVE is the story of a highly-functioning autistic couple who fall in love and learn to cope with the consequences. Status: Production

**MERCENARY**

Starring: Steven Seagal
Status: Pre - Production

A mercenary is entangled in a mission that threatens the lives of those close to him. Director: Tim Hunter
Prod. Comp: Daylight Films
Starring: Ray Liotta, Willem Dafoe, Michelle Rodriguez, And Stephen Rea

**LOVERBOY**

Status: Post-Production

An amercenary is entangled in a mission that threatens the lives of those close to him. Status: Pre - Production

**CONTROL**

Director: Tim Hunter
Prod. Comp: Daylight Films
Starring: Ray Liotta, Willem Dafoe, Michelle Rodriguez, And Stephen Rea

**SUBMERGED**

A submarine crew is trapped at the bottom of the ocean, after cases of a biological agent are broken. The crew must fight against the mutated creatures that are attacking them.

**O2C**

o2c, 12718 Short Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066, USA. Tel: 310.301.9101. Fax: 928.438.2544. sales@o2c.us, www.o2c.us

Company Type: Producer/Distributor/Channel Development
At MIP-TV: Dorothy Crompton, Jeff Houser
Office: Palais Booth 03.21, Tel: 33.4.92.99.81.46. Fax: 928.438.2544

**JIM THOMPSON - SILK KING**

Documentary/Biography/Historical/Mystery (1 x One Hour)
Country of Origin: USA
Jim Thompson - Silk King is the story of the life and mysterious disappearance of the ‘Thai Silk King.’

**SECRET PASSAGE OF DR. ZHVAGO**

Documentary/History/Investigative (1 x One hour)
Country of Origin: European Union & USA
Author Boris Pasternak was a beloved rebel poet of the U.S.S.R. and author of the 20th Century’s first global best selling novel, “Dr. Zhvago.”

**THE MAJESTIC**

THE CARLTON • THE NOGA HILTON
THE GRAY D’ALBION

AND IS ENTRUSTED WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF THEIR ADVERTISING PANEL SITES AND OFFICE RENTALS. FAIR SET CAN ALSO ARRANGE ANY FURNITURE AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT RENTALS FOR YOUR COMPANY.

THE FSO TEAM WILL BE PRESENT DURING THE MIP FOR LAST MINUTE PREPARATIONS FOR THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

Contact PETER FLOWER:
peter.flower@fairset.com

Head Office:
FSO ZI de L’Argile Lot No. 23
460 ave de la Quiera
06370 Mouans Sartoux
FRANCE

Tel: (33) 4 92 92 39 39
Fax: (33) 4 92 92 39 30

Available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
ANATOMY OF A CRASH
Documentary/Scientific/Investigative (1 x One hour)
Country of Origin: USA
An in-depth look at the moment of impact and the mangled scrap of wheels and metal that provide information and insight for those who investigate the cause of crashes and future designs to prevent them in the future.

PRISON MEDICAL
Documentary/Investigative (1 x One hour)
Country of Origin: USA
Go behind the prison bars to explore the lives of the medical professionals who unconditionally care for those who have done horrible things.

LOVE BEHIND BARS
Documentary/Investigative (1 x One hour)
Country of Origin: USA
Love Behind Bars is a look at the surprising world of marriages, love affairs and old-fashioned romance that takes place despite - and sometimes because of - the prison walls.

OASIS INTERNATIONAL
info@oasisinternational.com, www.oasisinternational.com
Company Type: Distribution
At MIP-TV: Peter Emerson (President), Valerie Cabrera (Executive VP), Steve Murphy (VP, Sales and Acquisitions), Prentiss Holtman (Sales Executive)
Office: #04.36, Tel: 8154

KENNY VS. SPENNY
Reality Series (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: Blueprint Entertainment
Delivery Status: Completed

WRONG COAST
Animated Comedy Series (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: Blueprint Entertainment
Delivery Status: Completed

Control - Nu Image/Millenium Films

CHASING FREEDOM
Language: English
Producer: Blueprint Entertainment
Cast: Juliette Lewis (Starsky & Hutch, Natural Born Killers)
Delivery Status: Completed
After escaping from the Taliban regime, a young Afghan woman seeks refuge in the United States only to confront the greatest struggle of her life.

OHM:TV GMBH
ohm.tv GmbH, Albertastrasse 45, D-30667 Cologne, Germany.
www.ohm.tv, Tel: 49-221.7591455, Fax: 49-221.7591456, sales@ohm.tv, www.ohm.tv
At MIPTV: Hans Spiethenm (Managing Director - Format Development and Acquisition), Joris Eckelkamp (Managing Director - International Sales)
Office: H4.35 (Media), Tel: Mobile (Hans Spiethenm) 33.674.47.94.05. Mobile (Joris Eckelkamp) 49.172.929.5499

PETEY VS. JAYDEE - ALIEN GAMES
Animation Filler (65 x 45 seconds)
Language: No dialogue
Director: Rachael Perry
Producer: Momentum Animation Studios Status: Completed

DRAGONSAYER JUNIOR
Animation Filler (13 x 1 minute)
Language: No dialogue
Director: Rachael Perry
Producer: Momentum Animation Studios Status: In production

BOXING LEGEND
Documentary (60 minutes)
Status: completed
The life of one of boxing's most influential coaches.

Carrie Johnson in a spectacular live action/CGI science fiction series for prime time television.

PILOT FILM & TV PRODUCTIONS LTD
Pilot Film & TV Productions Ltd, The Old Studio, 18 Middle Row, London W10 SAT UK. Tel: 44.20.8960.2771.
Fax: 44.20.8960.2721.
www.pilottongues.com, info@pilot.co.uk
At MIP-TV: Ian Cross (Managing Director), Lucy Hockey (Broadcast Sales Executive), Isla Robertson (Video and DVD Sales and Marketing Executive)
Office: 18.24, Tel: 33.49.22.83.45

GLOBE TREKKER SERIES 10
www.pilottongues.com
Documentary (13 x 52 min)
Language: English

The world's most popular travel show returns for a 10th season, including destinations such as South Africa, China, Nigeria, Pacific North West and Belgium.

IAN WRIGHT LIVE
www.ianwrightlive.com
Travel Comedy (13 x 26 min)

Crazy traveller, Ian Wright, hosts this comedy travel series which looks at life on the road including embarrassing moments, love disasters and worst hotels.

BAZZAR
www.pilottongues.com
Documentary (13 x 26 min)
Our stylish traveller, KT Comer, samples the shopping, hotels, restaurants, design and architecture of six world cities.

PORCHLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
Porchlight Entertainment, 11777 Mississippi Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025 USA. Tel: 310.477.8400. Fax: 310.477.5555.
www.porchlight.com
At MIPTV: Adam Wright (VP Worldwide Sales), Stephanie Slack (VP Worldwide Sales), Laura Hoffman (Manager Worldwide Sales), William Baumann (CFO/COO), Bruce Johnson (President/CEO)
Office: R34.03, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8804

FOUR EYES
Kid's Animated TV series (26 x 30')
Language: English
Producer: Porchlight Ent./Discovery Kids Delivery Status: Completed

Sara and Johnny are a hip, new animated series chronicles the trials and tribulations of Emma, a popular alien girl from Planet Albacore 7, who is shipped to replace the 5th grade as a geek at a Earth boarding school?

TUTENSTEIN
Animated TV Series (26 x 30')
Language: English
Producer: Porchlight Ent./Discovery Kids Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA

Richard Tenstein is a man about a ten-year-old boy mummy who is struck by lightning and brought back to life in a modern-day museum in a large metropolitan city.

BETRAYING REASON
Drama
Producer: Clearwater Films Key Cast: John Piper Ferguson, Leila Johnson, William McDonald Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: USA

Reason Boles is on a mission to stop loggers from destroying his family's ancestral land.

PORTFOLIO ENTERTAINMENT INC.
Portfolio entertainment inc., 110 Eglington Ave. E. #602, Toronto, ON M4P 2W1, Canada. Tel: 416.483.9773. Fax: 416.483.6537, portfolio@portfolio-ent.com.
http://www.portfolioentertainment.com
Company Type: producer, distributor At MIP-TV: Joy Rosen (President), Lisa Offman (President), Stephen S. Kelley (Head of Sales and Acquisitions), P. James Dye (Distribution Manager); Acquisition Executive: Stephen S. Kelley (Head of Sales and Acquisitions)
Office: Canada Stand 00.01, Tel: 33.49.22.83.56. Fax: 33.49.22.83.57

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
ANIMAL MIRACLES
Re-enactment Live Action (26 x 60 min, and 13 x 60 min)
Language: English
Producer: The Eyes
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2001 – 2003
Country of Origin: Canada
Animal Miracles tells stories of the remarkable events and sometimes uncanny relationships we share with the creatures around us.

CAMPUS VETS
Reality/Docu Live Action (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: The Eyes
Delivery Status: in production
From working ranch to game reserve to the high-tech emergency rooms, Campus Vets tells the dramatic stories of students and animal patients at one of the world’s most modern veterinary schools.

HEADS UP!
TwoHenเฮen Edutainment Live Action (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: Soapbox Productions
Cast: option of hosting by Bob MacDonald
Delivery Status: in production
A “Nova”-like series that takes kids into the thrilling world of astronomy, introducing young viewers to the galaxy beyond the Big Dipper and the moon.

RAILWAY ADVENTURES ACROSS CANADA
Live Action Travel / Lifestyle (3 x 60 min)
Language: English
Producer: WorldLife Video
Delivery Status: complete
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Canada
An invitation to ride the rails exploring a wonderful country - its vastness, beauty, wildlife and the constantly changing patterns of its landscape. Worldwide.

RAGDOLL LTD
Ragdoll Ltd, UK: Ragdoll Ltd, Pinewood Studios, Pinewood Road, Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire SL0 0NH, England.
Tel: 44(0)1753.631800, Fax: 44(0)1753.631831. USA: Ragdoll, 120 Wester Street, Fifth Floor, New York NY10012, USA. Tel: 212.966.4477.

GHOST MONKEY
Action (new)
Director: Paul Andresen
Country of Origin: USA
Fears sweep the back streets of a teeming third world city: the “ghost monkey” killer has struck again.

BLACK TIE (WORKING TITLE)
Erotic Series (13 x 28:30) (new)
Director: Julie Jordan
Producer: Steve Boswick
Production Company: Black Tie Films, Inc.
Cast: Amy Lindsay, Tiffany Bolton, Glenn Meadows
Country of Origin: USA
Two friends in Southern California set up a high-class dating service.

NEW ULTIMATE 10 EPISODES
Non-Fiction (5 x 60 min) (new)
Production Company: Film Garden Entertainment
Executive Producers: Nancy Jacobs Miller, Tracy Verna
Status: Completed 2003
Country of Origin: USA
Brand new episodes to the Ultimate 10 series include: Mummies, Speed Machines, Military Machines, Archeological Discoveries, and Technological Inventions.

PERSONS UNKNOWN
Thriller (1 x 99 min)
Director: George Hinklenlooper
Production Company: Guild Pox Inc
Producers: David Lancaster
Cast: Naomi Watts, Joe Mantegna, Kelly Lynch, J.T. Walsh
Status: Completed 1996
Holland, a former cop, stumbles upon a successful heist masterminded by two fascinating women: Amanda, a sexual bombshell, and Molly, her wheelchair-bound sister.

PILGRIM
Drama (1 x 96 min)
Director: Harley Cokeliss
Production Company: GFT Entertainment/Spice Factory/Brazo
Producers: Michael Cowan, Harley Cokeliss, Jason Pittie
Cast: Ray Liotta, Glória Reuben, armin Mueller Stahl
Status: Completed 1999
Left half-dead in the middle of a New Mexico desert, an amnesiac seeks the thrill of a new life everywhere.

R
RAI TRADE
Rai Trade (Sales), Via Umberto Novaro 18, 00195 Rome, Italy, Tel.: 39.06.374.983, Fax: 39.06.370.1543. info@rai trade.it, www.raid trade.it.
AT MIP-TV: Roberto di Russo (President and CEO), Andrea Portante (Marketing and Sales Director), Anna Cammarano (Classical Music, Performing Arts and Cultural Heritage Director), Sesto Cifola (Head of Cinema and Fiction International Sales), Giovanna Maccagno (Formats International Senior Sales Executive), Sabrina Eleuteri (Fiction International Senior Sales Executive)
Office: R 30.03
THE IMPERIUM SERIES:
I. AUGUSTUS THE FIRST EMPEROR
Historical Drama (2 x 100’)
Director: Roger Young
Producers: Rai Fiction, Lux Vide, Rai Trade, EOS Entertainment for ZDF, Telecinco and Quinta Communication for France 2.
Cast: Peter O’Toole, Benjamin Sadler, Charlotte Rampling
Augustus is the first title in the Imperium series centered around Ancient Rome at the peak of its power and the stories of the five emperors who ruled this immense empire.

II. NERO- AN EMPEROR RULED BY WOMEN
Historical drama (2 x 90’)
Director: Paul Marcus
Cast: Hans Matheson, Laura Morante, Rike Schmid, Angela Molina, John Simm, Simón Andreu
The Emperor Nero’s starts his reign with murder and ends it in terror. His mother poisons all those who stand in his way to become Emperor.

WATCH OUT FOR THOSE THREE (ATTENI A QUEI TRE)
Comedy (2 x 100’)
Language: Italian with English sub-titles
Director: Rossella Izzo
Producer: Rai Fiction, Publispei and Telecinco production
Cast: Christian de Sica, Paolo Conticini, Brando de Sica, Jose’ Coronado, Lucrezia Lante Dello Rovere, Carmine Conesa, Jaime Villanueva
Luca has tried to stop being a robber and is working in a café. But he is persuaded once more to rob a bank, and starts to re-organize his old gang.

THE FLIGHT OF THE INNOCENTS (LA FUGA DEGLI INNOCENTI)
Drama (2 x 100’)
Language: Italian with English sub-titles
Director: Leone Pompucci
Production Rai Fiction, Red Film
Cast: Ken Duken, Jasmine Trinca, Emilio Fantastichini, Giulia Miglio, Toni Bertorelli, Anna Caterina Moraria, Max Von Sydow
Based on the true story of the children of Nonantola, who were a group of orphans hidden in northern Italy after he escape from Germany, France and the Balkans.

BEYOND BORDERS (AL DI LÀ DELLE FRONTERIE)
Historical war romance (2 x 100’)
Language: Italian with English sub-titles
Director: Riccardo Donnanna
Production: Rai Fiction and Rizzoli Audiovisivi
Cast: Sabrina Ferrilli, Johannes Brandup, Olivia Magnani
The true story of a Angela Ghignino, an Italian woman who falls in love with a German officer defying her family, society and country.

ONCE UPON A TIME (RACCONTAMI UNA STORIA)
Drama (2 x 100’)
Language: Italian with English sub-titles
Director: Riccardo Donnanna
Production: Rai Fiction, Publispei APT
Cast: Nino Banfi, Enrico Brignano, Aisha Cerami, Patricia Nicu
When Salvatore’s daughter and son-in-law die a car accident he has to fight a legal battle to keep Mariuska, the little Russian girl who they had adopted shortly before the accident.
Hazard (Azzardo) - The News Becomes a Quiz Show
Game show (60’ x 67)
Created by Dario and Gianmarco Di Gennaro, Maria Minelli, Marco Salvati, Silvio Testi
A quiz show based on the news, a game that brings the audience up to date, but entertains them at the same time.

Good Luck (In Bocca Al Lupo)
Family Laughter
Family Game show (60’ x 260)
Family teams or friends compete against each other in a studio where relatives and friends support them.

Libero
Popular Game show (60’ x 37)
Outrageous practical jokes played over the phone - with a comic host who helps the audience to choose the prank to be played on a friend or relative.

Raija Urrila & Filhos Lda
At MIP-TV: Elina Urrila (Owner-Partner) Office: H4,35, Tel: 8596 8597 8598, mobile: 351.91.689.2265
Sibelius
Historic biographic feature (119’)
Language: Finnish
Director: Timo Koivusalo
Producer: Timo Koivusalo
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Finland
The movie tells the unique story of Jean Sibelius, the composer. It is a life story, a love story and a story about the music that changed history. With his own music.

Harlequin
Artistic horror feature, b/w (74’)
Language: English
Director: Richard Sanding
Producer: Big Rich Films/Dutch Courage Productions
Harlequin tells the story of Jon Cook, a young mute boy who lives with his older sister who has trouble to overcome his parents tragic death in a car accident.

Gourmet Anywhere
Cooking, traveling (13 x 22’)
Director: English
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Malaysia
Gourmet Anywhere presents world-class chefs in exotic locations offering the viewer the best of both worlds: Gourmet cooking and travel!

Cep Wan Cooks In Australia
Food, lifestyle, travel (14 x 24’)
Language: English
Director: Keith Hawke
Producer: Hawke Films
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Australia
International celebrity Chef Wan lets it all hang out in this outrageously funny soiree through the beautiful locations and lifestyle of South Australia.

Regent Worldwide Sales
Regent Worldwide Sales, 10990 Wilshire Blvd., 18th Floor Los Angeles, California 90024 USA, Tel: 310.806.4288, Fax: 310.806.4268. www.regententertainment.com
Company type: Producer and Distributor
At MIP-TV: Gene George (President), Meggan Kimberley (Sr. VP Sales) Office: 03.24-05.23, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8206, Gene George Mobile: USA: 310.804.9360
Burlaps Society
Thriller (95 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Nicholas Racz
Producers: Richard Baumgartel, Howard Dancyger
Cast: Rob LaBelle, Allan Rich, Seymour Cassel
Delivery Status: Completed
A gripping suspenseful thriller about the world’s most unlikely criminal, as he infiltrates the mysterious world of the Jewish burlesque society, in order to execute a most ingenious and unlikely of crimes.

Monster Island
Creature Feature (90 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Jack Perez
Producers: Donald L. West Cast: Carmen Electra, Nick Carter, Adam West
Delivery Status: Post-Production
A massive oil tanker of the Alaskan coast unleashes a deadly creature.

In the Hand
Action Disaster (93 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Rex Piano
Producers: Stephen P. Jarchow, Paul Colichman, Jeffrey Schenck
Cast: Mimi Rogers, Ted Shackleford
Delivery Status: Completed
A tough woman in charge of a large mining operation learns that a massive cave-in has trapped her husband and son deep underground – in a tunnel that is rapidly filling with water.

The Paradise Virus
Action Disaster (93 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Brian Trenchard-Smith
Producers: Stephen P. Jarchow, Paul Colichman, Jeffrey Schenck
Cast: Lorenzo Lamas, Ralf Moeller, Melody Thomas-Scott
Delivery Status: Completed
A virologist and her son, vacationing on an island, race against time to prevent a deadly virus from reaching the mainland.
RIGEL ENTERTAINMENT
Rigel Entertainment, 4201 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 555, Los Angeles CA 90010 USA. Tel: 323.954.8555. Fax: 323.954.8592. info@rigeltv.com. www.rigeltv.com
At MIP-TV: John Laing (President & CEO), Kristie Smith (International Sales & Administration)
Office: AFMA Booth # 01.02. Tel: 33/(0)4.92.99.82.07
MARY HIGGINS CLARK 3 TV MOVIES:
I’LL BE SEEING YOU
TRY TO REMEMBER
THE CRADLE WILL FALL
Suspense / Drama (3 x 90’)
Language: English
Produced by: Stephen Ondu, Lance Robbins, Bruce Cohn Curtis, John F. S. Laing
Cast: Alison Eastwood, Gabrielle Anwar; Angélique Everhart
Production Status: 2 completed, 1 in production
Country of Origin: Canada
3 movies based on the best-selling novels of Mary Higgins Clark known as the Queen of Suspense and is one of the world’s best-read authors.
12 BUCKS
Drama (90’ minutes)
Language: English
Director: Wayne Isham
Produced by: Sean Graham, Scott Waugh, Richard Everbeck, David Meller
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Two brothers, after being estranged for fifteen years reunite from their very different lives to begin a cross-country journey that will lead them to a discovery of the past, and a hope for the future.
MAX HA VOC: RING OF FIRE
Action (90’ minutes)
Language: English
Director: Albert Pyun
Produced by: Guam Motion Pictures Company
Status: In pre-production
Country of Origin: Guam
Kickboxing champion turned sports photographer Max Havoc saves the island of Guam from crime ring that involves ex-soldiers, local police, and gangs.
MAX HA VOC: CURSE OF THE DRAGON
Action (90 minutes)
Language: English
Director: Albert Pyun
Produced by: Guam Motion Pictures Company
Status: In pre-production
Country of Origin: Guam
Max Havoc returns to Guam, and faces the bloodthirsty Japanese Yukaza in an attempt to save the lovely Jane Goody.
MARY HIGGINS CLARK 6 TV MOVIES:
ALL AROUND THE TOWN
HAVEN’T WE MET BEFORE
LOVES MUSIC
LOVES TO DANCE
Lucky Day
PRETEND YOU DON’T SEE HER
RIVE GAUCHE INTERNATIONAL TV
Rive Gauche International TV, 15442 Ventura Blvd., #101, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 USA. Tel: 818.784.9912. Fax: 818.784.9916. RiveGaucheInt@c.com, http://www.RGTV.com/
At MIP-TV: Ronald Glazer (President), Christine Glazer (Vice President), Mark Rafalowski (C.O.O.)
Office: #03.21. Tel: 33.4.92.99.8146
YOU SEE THAT?
Reality (10 x 60 Minutes)
Producers: Eric Schotz, Bill Paolantonio, & Bob Niemack
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Follows medical cases from a moment of life through rescue, treatment and recovery.
WORLD’S WILDEST COMMERCIALS
Reality (13 x 30 Minutes)
New Production Company: Tri-Crown Productions
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
The World’s Wildest Commercials are the funnest, most outrageous, most entertaining commercials ever created.
THAT’S JUST WRONG
Reality (60 Minutes)
New Production Company: LMNO Productions
Producers: Eric Schotz, Brian Richardson, Bill Paolantonio
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
A variety format that combines staged stunts, outrageous challenges, viewer submissions, news clips and documentary footage to create a show that celebrates the human propensity to do incredibly insane things.
WILD WEDDINGS III
Reality (6 x 60 Minutes)
New Production Company: Cheri Brownlee Prod.
Producers: Cheri Brownlee
Status: In production
Country of Origin: USA
It’s the most important day of our lives. Nothing can spoil it, right?
AMAZING MEDICINE/REAL PEOPLE/REAL STORIES
Reality (30 x 60 Minutes)
Production Company LMNO Productions
Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
No place is home to more true life-and-death situations than hospital emergency rooms. Watch as cameras catch the real life stories that unfold before our eyes every day in these ERs.
ROBERT CHUA PRODUCTIONS CO. LTD.
Robert Chua Productions Co. Ltd., Suite 405, Cosmopolitan Building, 8-11 Lun Kwai Fong, Central, Hong Kong, SAR China.
At MIP-TV: Robert Chua (Chairman/Founder), Peggy Chua (Director, Programming)
Office: no booth at MIP
INCREDIBLE HONG KONG
(ALTERNATE “INCREDIBLE” PLUS NAME OF COUNTRY)
Travel Documentary Series (30 min.)
Country of Origin: Hong Kong
Reveals the local lifestyle and culture of a country that most tourists never get to see, featuring a full day’s travel tour with first-time overseas visitors in the country in which the show is shot.
IDEAL FAMILY
Reality Forum/Talk Show (30 min)
Country of Origin: Hong Kong
A socially responsible ‘live’ forum show featuring 3 families, a host and viewers participating via ‘SMS’.
EVERYONE WINS
Studio-based Quiz/Game Show (30x60 min)
Country of Origin: Hong Kong
Interactive Game/Quiz show that allows viewers at home to play along with studio contestants to win prizes.
SANDY FRANK ENTERTAINMENT
Sandy Frank Entertainment, 954 Lexington Avenue - Suite #235, New York, New York 10021 USA. Tel: 212.772.1889. Fax: 212.772.2297.
FilmSE@AOL.COM, www.sandyfrankent.com
At MIP-TV: Mr. Sandy Frank (President & CEO), Mr. J. Phillip Oldham (Executive Vice President), Ms. Angela Hernandez (Producer), Ms. Barbara Kalcinska (European Sales Representative), Ms. Sophia Evans (Asian Sales Representative), Mr. Steve Radosh (TV Production Executive)
Office: Stand 09:12, Tel: 33/(0)4.92.99.8209
INTIMATE LIES
New format
“Hot and Hip” new game show meets Jerry Springer talk format.
REAL PARENTING
New format
Audience members vote on which 2 families have the best parenting skills.
ULTIMATE ELIMINATION NAME THAT TUNE
New format
The classic music game celebrating 50th Anniversary with a new format. Bi- generational teams compete until there is only one winner standing. Subsequent “tournament of champions” lead to a Big $ winner.
BATTLE OF THE PLANETS
A new 25th Anniversary package based on the animation classic for TV/Video and merchandising.
THE NEW YOU ASKED FOR IT
A new viewer-involving reality format. Fulfilling viewer wishes, challenges, reunions and get even schemes.
NAME THAT TUNE
The classic music game celebrating 50 years on TV.
NAME THAT VIDEO
Name That Tune meets the music video generation.

FACE THE MUSIC
The music game with a local pop culture twist.

SCREEN MEDIA VENTURES, LLC
Screen Media Ventures, LLC, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017 USA. Tel: 212.308.1790. Fax: 212.308.1791.
www.screenmedia.net
At MIP-TV: Joseph Kovacs (President), Steve Nurkin (Executive VP), Almira Malyshov (VP, International Sales), Michael Dwyer (Director of International Sales)
Office: Riviera: Stand 03.62. Tel: 33/(0)4.92.998810
AUSTIN POWERS:
INTERNATIONAL MAN OF MYSTERY
Comedy (90’ minutes)
Directed by Jay Roach
Year of Production: 1997
Starring: Mike Myers, Elizabeth Hurley
Austin Powers is a hips, secret agent who is revived from a cryogenic deep freeze to oppose his archenemy Dr. Evil.
THINGS BEHIND THE SUN
(117 minutes)
Directed by Allison Anders
Starring: Rosanna Arquette, Don Cheadle, Kim Dickens, Patsy Kensit, Gabriel Mann, Elizabeth Pena, and Eric Stoltz
Year of Production: 2001
When Sherry and Owen’s cross paths, their pasts collide.
THE REAL MICOY
Action (105 minutes)
Directed by Russell Mulcahy
Starring: Kim Basinger, Val Kilmer, Terence Stamp
Year of Production: 1993
In This Kim Basinger vehicle, a woman is released from prison with nothing but the clothes on her back. She was a professional bank robber, but now she just wants to settle down and go straight.
MY LIFE
Drama (105 minutes)
Directed by Bruce Joel Rubin
Starring: Michael Keaton, Nicole Kidman
Year of Production: 1993
A terminally ill man prepares for his death.

Tempo Planet - Spectra International
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**SCREENTIME PTY LTD**


Screentime Partners Ltd, Great Titchfield Street, London. Tel: 44.207.072.2400. Fax: 44.207.072.2401. info@screentimepartners.tv, www.screentimepartners.tv.

Company Type: Television Production Company

At MIP-TV, Des Monaghan (Executive Director, Mbl: 61.419.989.837), Jo Wathen (Head of Development (non-fiction).)

**Language:** English

**Producer:** Denny Lawrence

**Directors:** Various

**Budget:** AUD$7.8 million per annum

**Delivery status:** Series I and II have aired

**MDA**

**AUSTRALIA**

**Office:** R29.32 McClelland, Maria Rakhmatullina, Executive: Larry Bass (Managing Director, Mbl: 61.2.9439.4911. Fax: 61.2.9439.4922.)

Larry Bass (Managing Director, Screentime-ShinAwL), Acquisition Executive: Larry Bass Mbl: 353.86.381.2044; (Screentime Partners Ltd) Chris Bonney, Tom McClelland, Maria Rakhmatullina, Belinda Ronalds, Acquisition Executive: Chris Bonney

Office: R29.32

**Cast:** Colin Fries, Martin Sacks, Lucy Bell, Linda Cropper

**Language:** English

**Producer:** David Gould

**Director:** Peter Andrikidis

**Delivery Status:** Completed and telecast on Network TEN

**Year of Production:** 2002, Country of Origin: Australia

This is the dramatisation of the true story that has been described as Sydney’s murder-of-the-decade (à la Helen Skelton).

**AUSTRALIA**

**POPSTARS I, II, III & IV**

**Reality** (13 x 1/2 hours & 2 x 1 hours for Series I; 10 x 1/2 hours plus 3 x 1 hours for Series II; 15 x 1/2 for Series III and 25 x 1 hour for Series IV)

**Language:** English

**Executive Producers:** Des Monaghan & Jacqui Culliton

**Delivery Status:** Popstars I & II & III delivered and aired on The Seven Network. Popstars IV (Popstars Live) currently on air for The Seven Network


It all started with 2,500 girls from all corners of the country. Each week, the group was whittled down to 24 girls in a search for Australia’s next big pop stars.

**5 SIDES OF A COIN**

Documentary (70 minutes)

**Language:** English

**Director:** Paul Kell

**Producer:** Anthony Kell and Jana Ritter

**Delivery Status:** completed

**Year of Production:** 2004, Country of Origin: USA

Examining the myth that Hip-Hop is merely ‘rap music,’ ‘5 Sides of a Coin’ is an in-depth look at the worldwide phenomenon of Hip-Hop.

**HACK: THE KING OF TECHNO**

Documentary (56 minutes)

**Language:** English

**Director:** Philip Anagnos

**Producer:** Philip Anagnos

**Delivery Status:** completed

**Year of Production:** 2004, Country of Origin: USA

**5 SIDES OF A COIN**

Documentary (70 minutes)

**Language:** English

**Director:** Paul Kell

**Producer:** Anthony Kell and Jana Ritter

**Delivery Status:** completed

**Year of Production:** 2004, Country of Origin: USA

Exploding the myth that Hip-Hop is merely ‘rap music,’ ‘5 Sides of a Coin’ is an in-depth look at the worldwide phenomenon of Hip-Hop.

**SHOWCASE ENTERTAINMENT LLC**

SHOWCASE Entertainment, Warner Center, 21000 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 150, Woodland Hills, California 91367 USA. Tel: 818.715.7005. Fax: 818.715.7009. www.showcaseentertainment.com

At MIP-TV: David A. Jackson (President), Shauna Shapiro-Jackson (Executive Vice President), Marti Boone (Sr. Vice President Distribution and Marketing), Bruce Livingston (Chief Financial Officer), Teresa Dokey (Sr. Vice President), Cara Shapiro (Vice President, Acquisitions), Leslee Jones-Allmon (Director Worldwide Distribution Services), Linda Paolucci (ales Administration)

Office: Palms - Stand 09.02 PUERTO VALLARTA SQUEEZE

Romantic Thriller

Directed by Arthur Allan Seidelman

Produced by Carolyn Chambers


Passion, danger and action unfold when a ruthless American government hit man steps over the line and assassinates a man unsanctioned by his CIA contact.

**NATIONAL LAMPOON PRESENTS DORM DAZE**

Comedy of Errors

Produced and Directed by David Hillenbrand and Scott Hillenbrand


A co-ed dormitory at Billingsley University is turned upside down when one of the students hires a prostitute named Dominique for his unwitting brother to lose his virginity.

**OUR ITALIAN HUSBAND**

Romantic Comedy

Written and Directed by Ilaria Borrelli

Produced by Massimo Cristaldi and Brandi Savitt

SONY PICTURES TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL
Sony Pictures Television International, 10020 West Washington Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90232-3195 USA. Tel: 310.244.4000. Fax: 310.244.1874. www.spti.com
At MIP-TV: John McMahon (Senior Executive Vice President and Managing Director, Europe), Peter Jacomini (Executive Vice President, Distribution), Steve Kent (Executive Vice President, International Production), Stuart Baxter (Senior Vice President, European Distribution), Darren Childs (Senior Vice President, International Networks), John Fukunaga (Senior Vice President Programming). Phone: Office: M5.01, Tel: 33(0)4.92.95.85.66

KINGDOM HOSPITAL
One-Hour Drama (13 Episodes/15 Hours)
Directed by Craig R. Baxley
Executive producer: Stephen King, Mark Carliner and Lars von Trier.
Producers: Bob Phillips, Richard Dooling and Tom Brodeck; Bruce Dunn and Mary Anne Waterhouse as series co-producers
Co-Producers: Touchstone Television and Mark Carliner Productions in association with Sony Pictures Television.
Cast: Andrew McCarthy, Diane Ladd, Bruce Davison and Ed Begley Jr.
A hospital with a bizarre population that includes a nearly blind security guard, a nurse who regularly faints at the sight of blood and a paraplegic artist who once recovered is now beyond miraculous.

JOAN OF ARCADIA
Drama Series (44 x 60 min)
Co-Production Partners: Barbara Hall Productions, Inc. and CBS Productions in association with Sony Pictures Television.
Life becomes complicated for Joan when God pays her a few visits via a variety of different people, including a cute boy on the bus and the lunch lady with attitude in her school cafeteria.

MISSING
Drama (18 x One-Hour)
Co-Production Partners: Lions Gate Entertainment and distributed by Sony Pictures Television International
Gloria Reuben (The Agency, ER) stars as FBI agent Brooke Haslett, who is reluctantly teamed with a young woman whose uncanny psychic abilities assist them in locating missing persons.

THE RESIDENTS
Non-Fiction Drama (13 x One-Hour)
Co-Production Partners: Sony Pictures Television and by R.J. Cutler’s Actual Reality Pictures
The Residents is reality programming in the vein of ER.

BEWITCHED IN TOKYO
Drama (11 x One-Hour)
In this Japanese version of the hit U.S. series Bewitched Arisa (Samantha) and Joji (Darrin) are a seemingly normal couple, but beneath the ordinary façade is Arisa’s secret – she’s a good-hearted witch!

SOUTHERN STAR
Southern Star Sales, Level 9, 8 West Street, North Sydney NSW 2060 Australia. Tel: 612.9202.8555. Fax: 612.9956.6918. sales@sstargroup.com.au, www.southernstargroup.com
Company Type: Distributor and Producer
At MIP-TV: Catherine Payne (Chief Executive), Alison Baker (Head of Sales); Veronique Verges (Head of European Sales); Acquisition Executive: Catherine Payne
Office: Stand H4.12, Tel: 33.4.9299.8772. Fax: 33.4.9299.8772

THE ALICE
Drama Pilot Telemovie
Language: English
Co-production partners: Southern Star Entertainment for the Nine Network Australia
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
A group of strangers come together in an iconic place for a particular event, only to find themselves caught up in something else all together.

IS THIS IT?
Drama series (10 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Co-production partners: A Southern Star Entertainment Production Delivery Status: Pre Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
A 30-ish woman negotiating the web of contemporary relationships, about juggles the priorities of family obligations, being successful at love and the hope that “happiness” might occur if all the other things fall into place.

THE MURRAY WHELAN TELEMOVIES
Crime Drama Telemovies (2 x 2 hour telemovies)
Language: English
Co-production partners: A Ruby Entertainment and Huntaway Films Production for the Seven Network Australia
Cast: David Wenham, Sam Neill
Delivery Status: In production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
Based on the best-selling novels by Shane Moloney and follows the adventures of Murray Whelan, a divorced father of one who works as an adviser to a Government Minister.
Contemporary, savvy, witty and full of charming, compelling characters.

THE SECRET LIFE OF US SERIES 4
Drama (22 x 1 hours. Total episodes available 88 x 1 hours)
Language: English
Co-production partners: A Southern Star Television Entertainment Production for Ten and Optus Television
Cast: Deborah Mailman, Samuel Johnson
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
New lives, new loves, new secrets. Series 4 of The Secret Life Of Us presents old friends and new friends, all with different attitudes, but all after the same thing - happiness in whatever form.

BLUE HEELERS
Drama (30 x 1 hours, Total Episodes available 96 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Co-production partners: A Southern Star Television Entertainment Production for Seven Network Australia
Year of Production: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
Country cops with heart continue to keep the peace in the small town of Mt Thomas.

SPECTRA INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
Spectra International Distribution, 822 Sherbrooke St. East, Montreal, Quebec Canada H2L 1K4. Tel: 514.286.2500, ext. 244. Fax: 514.525.8033. international@equipespectra.ca, www.spectra-international.com
Company type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Mr Luc Châtelain (VP Finance and TV), Ms Marie-Sylvie Lefebvre (Senior Director, International Distribution)
Office: C1.05
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR
Documentary (1 x 58’)
BEYOND WORDS
Documentary (1 x 45’)
AGAINST THE TIDE
Documentary (1 x 57’)

The Station Agent - Alliance Atlantis

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
**SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT**

Summit Entertainment, 77 Dean Street, London, W1D 3SH UK. Tel: 44.207.494.1724. Fax: 44.207.494.1725. At MIP-TV: David Garrett (Executive Vice President), Harold Van Lier (Vice President, International Sales). Office: 04-01, Tel: 33.04.92.99.8027

**DANCES WITH WOLVES**

Drama (183 minutes) Language: English Director: Kevin Costner

Producers: Kevin Costner, Jim Wilson Cast: Kevin Costner, Mary McDonnell

Having been sent to a remote outpost during the American Civil War, Lt. John Dunbar is eventually accepted into the local Sioux tribe.

**POINT BREAK**

Action/Adventure (122 minutes) Language: English Director: Kathryn Bigelow Producers: Peter Abrams, Robert L. Levy Cast: Patrick Swayze, Keanu Reeves, Gary Busey, Lori Petty

Maverick FBI agent, Johnny Utah, undercover to catch a legendary commando force. No one expects her to survive the purging training regime, but she is determined to prove them wrong.

**CREDITS NOT CONTRACTUAL**

**SUPERSONIC COMMUNICATIONS**

Supersonic Communications, 927 N. Vista Street, Los Angeles, CA 90046 USA. Tel: 323.876.6830. Fax: 323.876.6809. www.supersoniocommunications.com

At MIP-TV: Laura Law Nye (President); Mrs. Stefania Carnevale (International sales manager); Mrs. Agnès Trinical (International sales executive); Mrs. Elena Francot (Italian sales manager). Office: Pavilion c/o Focus Italy R 36.17, Via Padre G.A. Filippini, 32, 00198 Rome, Italy. Tel: 33.04.92.99.88.37

**TRAVELLING WITH CHE**

Docufilm (around 95’) Language: original English version, English, Italian Director: Gianni Minà Producer: Surf Film S.r.l. - g.m.e. produzioni srl Status: Completed

“Re-living all this seems like a dream”. Alberto Granado, Che’s travelling companion in Latin America, goes through the same adventures of 1952 while following the crew of “The Motorcycle Diaries” directed by Walter Salles.

**THE MARK**

Drama (90’) Language: original English version Director: Mariano Ercuquisi Producer: Surf Film S.r.l. - Jinco Communications Co-producers: Filmmax S.A. - Duque Film S.A.

Key Cast: Robert Purvis, Milena Mancini, Clive Riche, Raquel Meroño Status: completed

A terrible curse kills everyone who meets the flesh, bones and miniskirt ghost of Serena Cursi, an innocent teenager murdered twenty years ago in a chilling night.

**RISE ABOVE ENTERTAINMENT**

Urban Alternative Lifestyle/MotorSports/Bikes (40 Hours) Innovative, edgy, alternative, underground, trend-setting, daring, right now. RAE’s genres include: skate/lifestyle, political satire, import car scene, street car and bike racing, fight club, off-beat and cult films geared to the new generation of television watching audiences.

**HOLLYWOOD UNCUT**

Segments (33 x Half-hours or 427 2-to-5 min) A celebrity biography series where actors and directors recall memorable moments of their careers, featuring the most recognizable talent in Hollywood.

**HOLLYWOOD HUNT CLUB**

Paparazzi Documentary Series (13 Half-hours) Co-Production Partners: Departure films in association with AMC and B Wooling Media, Ltd. This fascinating reality-documentary series looks deep inside the intriguing world of tabloid celebrity photographers - better known as the paparazzi - at work in Hollywood and the world.

**SURF FILM S.R.L.**

Surf Film s.r.l., Via Padre G.A. Filippini, 130 - 00144 Rome, Italy. Tel: 39.06.52.62.101. Fax: 39.06.52.93.816. surf@surfFilm.com

At MIP-TV: Mr. Massimo Vigliar (President); Mrs. Stefania Carnevale (International sales manager); Mrs. Agnès Trinical (International sales executive); Mrs. Elena Francot (Italian sales manager). Office: Pavilion c/o Focus Italy R 36.17, Via Padre G.A. Filippini, 32, 00198 Rome, Italy. Tel: 33.04.92.99.88.37

**TA N D E M C O M M U N I C A T I O N S G M B H**

Tandem Communications GmbH, Josephspitalstr. 15, Munich 80331 Germany. Tel: 49.89.96.22.83.00. Fax: 49.89.96.22.83.10. www.tandemcom.de, info@tandemcom.de

At MIP-TV: Rola Bauer (Managing Director), Tim Halkin (Managing Director), Irina Ignatiew (Head of International Sales). Office: 11.10, Tel: 334.92.99.80.87

**BETTER NOT CONTRA CTUAL**

**SUPERSONIC COMMUNICATIONS**

Supersonic Communications, 2927 N. Vista Street, Los Angeles, CA 90046 USA. Tel: 323.876.6830. Fax: 323.876.6809. www.supersoniocommunications.com

At MIP-TV: Laura Law Nye (President); Mrs. Stefania Carnevale (International sales manager); Mrs. Agnès Trinical (International sales executive); Mrs. Elena Francot (Italian sales manager). Office: Pavilion c/o Focus Italy R 36.17, Via Padre G.A. Filippini, 32, 00198 Rome, Italy. Tel: 33.04.92.99.88.37

**TRAVELLING WITH CHE**

Docufilm (around 95’) Language: original Spanish version, English, Italian Director: Gianni Minà Producer: Surf Film S.r.l. - g.m.e. produzioni srl Status: Completed

“Re-living all this seems like a dream”. Alberto Granado, Che’s travelling companion in Latin America, goes through the same adventures of 1952 while following the crew of “The Motorcycle Diaries” directed by Walter Salles.

**THE MARK**

Drama (90’) Language: original English version Director: Mariano Ercuquisi Producer: Surf Film S.r.l. - Jinco Communications Co-producers: Filmmax S.A. - Duque Film S.A.

Key Cast: Robert Purvis, Milena Mancini, Clive Riche, Raquel Meroño Status: completed

A terrible curse kills everyone who meets the flesh, bones and miniskirt ghost of Serena Cursi, an innocent teenager murdered twenty years ago in a chilling night.

**THE END OF A MYSTERY (LA LUZ PRODIGIOSA)** Art movie/drama (102’) Language: Spanish, Italian, Subtitles in English Director: Miguel Hermoso Producer: Azalea Producciones Cinematográficas S.A. - Surf Film S.r.l. Key Cast: Nino Manfredi, Alfredo Landi, Kiti Manver Status: Completed Federico Garcia Lorca did not die after an execution by Franco’s troops in August 1936. Disfigured from the shot which also made him amnesiac and mentally disturbed, he lived many long years without knowing who he really was.

**THE LIGHT IN DARK PLACES**

Drama (2 x 95 Minutes / 120 Minutes) Language: German with English Subtitles Director: Kaspar Heidelbach Producer: Michael Souvignier, Sam Davis Co-Production Partners: Zeitingsprung Film + TV Key Cast: Heino Ferch, Heike Makatsch, Jan Josef Liefers Delivery Status: Completed Budget: Euro 20 Mil Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Germany, U.K., Italy, South Africa This is the saga of Siegfried the dragon-slayer, his quest for the glory of the gods, and the women he is torn between - the warrior Queen of Iceland and the beautiful Princess of Burgund. A LIGHT IN DARK PLACES

**ACROBATS & MANIACS**

Documentary (1 x 52’) TEMPO PLANET Musical clips - Performance 2003 Bobby McFerrin, Daniela Mercury, Roy Hargrove, The Blind Boys of Alabama, Bia, Joe Zawinul, Holly Cole, Spanish Harlem Orchestra, Peter Cincotti (Concerts)

BEYOND WORDS Biography-Documentary Special (45 min) Presenting a unique and touching portrait of one time Grammy winner, Bobby McFerrin, including interviews with Robin Williams and Chick Corea. (Available in High Definition)

**Naked Josh - CBC International Sales**
TELEPRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL - TPI
TeleProductions International – TPI, 4520 Daly Drive, Chantilly, VA 20151 USA. Tel: 703.222.2408. Fax: 703.222.2964, www.tptibd.com, tptipn@aol.com

At MIP-TV: Larry Higgs (President), Ron Alexander (Director: of International Sales), Nancy Epstein (Manager, Program Acquisitions).
Office: R35.03, Tel: 33.49.92.88.05

ISLAM: THE WAR WITHIN
Documentary (1 x 60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: UAE/USA
From Afghanistan to Afghanistan, we examine the internal issues facing the Muslim world.

SECRET LIVES OF BUTTERFLIES
Documentary (1 x 60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: CANADA
A close-up look at these mysterious and beautiful creatures.

THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE OF CHINA
Documentary (1 x 60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: China
We explore a year in the life of a remote Chinese village.

KASHMIR: AMONG THE GODS
Documentary (1 x 60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Austria
We follow Hindu pilgrims on a spiritual journey into the beautiful mountains of Kashmir.

TREACHEROUS SANDS
Documentary (60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Austria
The true story of the first aviator (Laszlo Almasy, known as the English Patient) to explore the Sahara by air.

AIDS IN AFRICA: CONDOMS, FISH & CIRCUS TRICKS
Documentary (1 x 60 minutes)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Canada
We examine Africa’s tragic AIDS crisis and learn how the people are coping.

TFI INTERNATIONAL
Company Type: TFI International is the worldwide distribution arm of the TFI group which also acquires programs and films for international distribution.

At MIP-TV: Nicolas ESCOBACH (Senior VP International Sales), Sabine CHERMALY (VP International Sales), Adeline FONTAN TESSAUR (International Sales Manager), Cecile GAGET (International Sales Manager), Dimitri stephanides (International Sales Manager), Charles VINTROU (VP Sales France and French Speaking countries)
Office: Riviera Village - Stand n° R 36.18, Tel: 334.92.99.88.39

ZODIAC MURDERS (ZODIAQUE)
Mini Series (5 x 90’ or 10 x 45’)
Producer: Alma Productions
Starring: Claire KEIM (The King is Dancing), Francis HUSTER (The Dinner Game)
Year of Production: 2004
Threatened by a mysterious killer, Gabriel Saint André, the patriarch of a wealthy family in the South of France is forced to reveal the existence of his illegitimate daughter, Esther.

THE ODD FAMILY (OUFFS)
Animation (26 x 26’)
A wonderfully unusual family, living side by side with an extra-terrestrial, a community of highly organized mice, a scientific genius and a whole bunch of domestic robots. Fun and brains for the whole family!

IN THE LAND OF THE BLACK PHARAOHS (AU PAYS DES PHAROONS NOIRS)
Documentary (96’, 30 x 96’ & also available: the 1st season reedited by Discovery in 10 x 52’)
Language: French with English and French subtitles
Producers: STUDIOS 107 / TFI
The Ushuaia Nature’s crew discover the extraordinary necropolis of the black pharaohs. There are 200 pyramids, the last one constructed in Africa on the banks of the Nile.

THOMPSON/Starr Organization
ThompsonStarr Organization, 20 N. Cannon Drive, Ste. 205, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 USA. Tel: 310.988.8126. Fax: 818.773.8962. tsorg@webtv.net
Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Joey Thompson (President), Jen Starr (Sales), George Alain (Acquisitions), Chaya Finton (Marketing)
Office: Hotel Blau Rivaia, 61 La Croisette, 06400, Cannes. Tel: 49.34.24.25. Fax: 49.34.73.47.92. Tel at Palais: 49.34.94.24.25

AMERICAN CHRONICLES
Documentaries (52 half hours)
52 hour long, award winning, series featuring news events, before and after World War II.

TOMA 27
Toma 27, Calle Strachan 12-2A, 29015 Malaga, Spain. Tel: 34.952.06.17.50. Fax: 34.952.06.17.51. Cell: 34.657.28.67.49. toma27@toma27.com, www.toma27.com
Company Type: production and post production company of films, short films and documentaries
At MIP-TV: José María Asensi Galante, Tom Vida
Office: H4.35

LaS Huellas Que Devuelve EL Mar
(100 min)
Language: Spanish with English and French subtitles
Directed by Gaby Benesro
Key Cast: Cayetana Guillén-Cuervo, Antonio Dechent, Marian Aguilera and Alex O’Doherty
The film talks about events that happened in the past that we thought that we have put behind us and that we reckon we will never think about again.

NO VAYAS SOLO
Psychological Thriller (100 min)
Language: Spanish with English and French subtitles
Directed by Jose Carlos Ruiz
Delivery Status: Still to be produced, delivery October 2004
A group of young university students are isolated in a cottage in the mountains and are facing their true selves when they have to survive something as intangible as their own fear.

HAYLEY MILLS CHILDREN’S THEATRE
Children of Ages (3 x 1/2 hours)
Host: Hayley Mills
Favorite children’s stories brought to life in full animation with star names voice overs.

THE GRAND CANYON CHRONICLES
Documentary (60 minutes)
Language: English
Host: Howard Charles Brown, Eric Severeid, E. G. Marshall
Two billion years of our planet’s extraordinary history.

U.S. INVOLVEMENT ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Documentaries (10 hour episodes)
Principal host: Eric Severeid
U. S. involvement in international affairs, and nation’s role as a world leader, vividly documented in newswreel footage of years 1918 - 1986.

TECHTV WORLD
News (50 x 30 minutes)
Delivery Status: In Production
This weekly compilation of reliable technology news segments, fully edited and ready-to-air, delivers fascinating stories about everything from housecleaning robots to devices that predict earthquakes.

FRESH GEAR
News Magazine (40 x 30 minutes)
Delivery Status: In Production
Catch reviews of the coolest products, get advice on what to buy and explore the technologies of tomorrow.

TECHTV MACHINES
Documentary/Entertainment (13 x 30 minutes)
Delivery Status: Completed
Check out the latest machinery being used, from unmanned combat fighters to spying robots, as Future Fighting Machines delivers the ultimate in military gadgets.

X-PLAY
Reviews/Entertainment (40 x 30 minutes)
Delivery Status: In Production
X-Play, the ultimate authority in video gaming, delivers sneek peaks at upcoming titles, uncensored reviews of new releases and feature stories on people who create, conquer and live for the games.

TECHLIVE
News (Daily x 30 minutes)
Delivery Status: In Production
Tech Live provides in-depth coverage, analysis and insight on all things tech, from news and finance to products and consumer advice.
TOUCHDOWN DISTRIBUTION

Touchdown Distribution, 33 Charlotte Street, London WIT 1RR, UK. Tel: 44.20.7153.4505. Fax: 44.20.7153.4504. www.touchdowntv.com

Company Type: Distributor
At MIP-TV: Yvonne Pilkington, Thandi Mbadi
Office: 06.37, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8248

THE PROFILERS

Entertainment (10 x 60)
Production company: Touchdown
Television
A `virtual lane' is built across the landscape and five contestants compete to keep following that line, no matter what obstacle stands in their way.

THE PROFILERS

Entertainment (7 x 60)
Production company: Touchdown
Television
A panel of psychics are put to the ultimate test and challenged to accurately uncover the past of a complete stranger and even the major news events that person may have been involved in.

WHOSE HOUSE IS IT ANYWAY?

Entertainment (10 x 30)
Production company: Touchdown
Television
Three celebrities all claim to be the owners of the same luxurious home and can tell stories to prove it!!

TRANSFAX FILM PRODUCTION

Transfax Film Production, 22 Nachmani Street, Tel-Aviv, 65201 Israel. Tel: 972.3.5661.484. Fax: 972.3.5661.450. www.transfax.co.il, transfax@netvision.net.il
At MIP-TV: Mor Eldar (VP, Sales)
Office: A0.09, Tel: 33-942.998303

ANAVN

Feature- Drama (110 min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Raphael Nadjar
Co-Production Partners: Bizibi
Producer: Gefroy Grison, Marek Rozenbaum and Itai Tamir

Key Cast: Asli Levy, Uri Gabail, Danny Steg, Gabi Amrani
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Israel

When Michale, a young married mother, learns about the sudden death of her lover, her life is shattered.

JAMES’ JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM

www.james-journey.com
Feature- Drama (87 min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Ra’anan Alewadrowicz
Producer: Amir Harel
Key Cast: Sibyongefo Melongisi Shibe, Ariel Elias, Salim Daw
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Israel
James’ pilgrimage journey to Jerusalem turns into an unpredictable journey through the cruel heart of our economic system.

ROOTS OF RAGE

TV Drama (63 min)
Language: Hebrew Russian
Producer: Danni Raisfeld
Key Cast: Nikolay Melandovich, Ganim Mahrum, Rima Barkan, Gilat Roda
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Israel
A television drama inspired by the story of the Israeli World Boxing champion Nikolay Melandovich, which places the Israeli Palestinian conflict, and the Israeli immigrants problems, in the boxing ring.

KATHOY

Documentary (53 min)
Language: Hebrew Thai
Director: Moti Haiby
Producer: Moti Haiby, Marek Rozenbaum
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Israel
This is the story of a group of Kathoy (lady boys) cabaret performers, living on a tropical farm in Chiang Mai.

DESPERADO SQUARE

Feature Drama (97 min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Benny Toraty
Producer: Amir Harel Haim Manor
Key Cast: Yoseph Shiloach, Yona Elian, Machram Huri, Nir Levy
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2001, Country of Origin: Israel
A tragic story of unfulfilled love reveals, as Nisim tries to open his father’s old cinema one more time and screen a movie.

MY MOM THE GENERAL

Documentary (52 min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Shivi Rosenfeld
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Israel
Israel 2002. Intifada. A 59 year-old architect from Tel Aviv, a grandmother of six and the director’s mother, decides to stop watching the news on TV and to volunteer for reserve duty at the frontline.

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution, P.O. Box 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0900 USA. Tel: 310.369.1000. Fax: 310.369.8577. www.fox.com
At MIP-TV: Mark Kazer (President, International TV and Worldwide Pay TV, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution), Marion Edwards (Executive Vice President, International Television, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution), Richard Samuels (Senior Vice President and Managing Director, Asia Pacific), Brendan Zuamer (Director of Sales, Asia, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution), Michael Murphy (Senior Vice President, FoxIncendo, Canada), Gerard Grant (Senior Vice President, Europe), Martine Bazin (Director of Sales, Twentieth Century Fox - France) Office: E3.01, Tel: 334-92.99.85.07

WONDERFALLS

Drama Series (13 x 30 minutes)
Director: Todd Holland
Producer: Todd Holland, Brian Fuller
Cast: Caroline Dhavernas, Katie Finneran, Tyron Leitso, Diana Scarwid
Country of Origin: USA
A recent college graduate, working in a dead-end job at a tourist gift shop suddenly hears inanimate objects talking to her - and through them is encouraged to help change people’s lives, although in a most unexpected manner.

CRACKING UP

Comedy Series (13 x 30 minutes)
Director: Chris & Paul Weitz
Producer: Mike White, Brad Grey, Chris & Paul Weitz
Cast: Molly Shannon, Christopher McDonald, Nick D’Agosto, Catlin Wachs, Jake Sandvig, David Walton
Country of Origin: USA
An idealistic psychology student moves into the guest house of a wealthy, dysfunctional family.

MY BIG FAT OBNOXIOUS FIANCE

Non-game show
Country of Origin: USA
A young bride must go through with a wedding to a big, fat obnoxious fiancé in order to win a million dollars.

CAPTIVE

Game-reality show
Country of Origin: USA
Five show participants are held “captive” - all living together under big-brother-style 24-hour surveillance. Each day they play a game show together.

THE SIMPLE LIFE

Reality
Country of Origin: USA
Unscripted-reality-sitcom where pampered socialites agree to prove that they are able to live the way the rest of the world does.

THE JURY

Drama Series (60 minutes)
Director: Barry Levinson
The Unborn - Golden Sun Film Co., LTD
Producer: Barry Levinson, Tom Fontana, Jim Finnerty, James Yoshimura
Cast: Shalom Harlow, Jeff Hephner, Cote de Pablo, Adam Busch, Billy Burke, Barry Levinson
Country of Origin: USA
A one-hour courtroom drama told from the point-of-view of the jury.

ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT

Comedy Series (22 x 30 minutes)
Created by: Mitchel Hurwitz
Producer: Brian Grazer, Ron Howard, David Nevins, Mitchil Hurwitz
Cast: Jason Bateman, Portia de Rossi, Jessica Walter, Michael Cera
Country of Origin: USA
A wealthy, multi-generational family in Orange County bonds together for survival after the patriarch is arrested and the family’s assets are frozen.

UBU PRODUCTIONS

UBU Productions, PO BOX 40 19 65, D-80719 Muenchen, Germany. Tel: 49.160.92815021. uba@makes.to
Country Type: producer, distributor
At MIP-TV: Mr. Jean Uliczay (President), Mr. Alice Kanterian (Manager), Mr. Nikolaus von Halem (Manager); Acquisition Executive: Mr. Jean Uliczay
Office: On Media Umbrella

AMERICA’S FIGHTING AGAINST ISLAMIC TERRORISM

Docu drama (90 min)
Language: English
Director: J. Kail
Producer: UBU Productions
Delivery Status: pre production
Budget: 800,000 $
Year of Production: 2004
Country of Origin: USA / GB
Going undercover to check out danger of Islamic terrorism.

VACADI VACADU

Teen / children (90 min and serial)
Language: English/French
Director: Uliczay
Producer: UBU Productions
Delivery Status: pre production
Budget: 500,000 $
Year of Production: 2004
Country of Origin: D / F
Funny game show for children.

NAZI NAZI

Docu (120 min)
Language: English
Director: J. Kail
Producer: UBU Productions
Delivery Status: pre production
Budget: 500,000 $
Year of Production: 2004
Country of Origin: D / F
Docu about history and rebirthing neo-nazi tendencies in European countries.
CENTURY CITY
Series (1 hr) 9 Episodes
CRIME & PUNISHMENT
Series (1 hr) 26 Episodes
HOME DELIVERY
Series (1 hr) 175 Episodes
HOUSE WARS
Series (1 hr) 8 Episodes
KAREN'SISCO
Series (1 hr) 10 Episodes
THEATRICAL FEATURES:
International television rights available to more than 9,000 feature titles, including:
1: FAST 2 FURIOUS
8: MILE
ABOUT A BOY
LONG AGO POLLY
AMERICAN PIE 2
AMERICAN WEDDING
BOURNE SUPREMACY
DAWN OF THE DEAD
E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL-
20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
FAST AND THE FURIOUS, THE
GLADIATOR
GRINCH, THE
HONEY
INTOLERABLE CRUELTY
JOHNNY ENGLISH
JURASSIC PARK
JUDEO-CRUSADE
LOVE ACTUALLY
MAD MAD HOUSE
Series (1 hr) 26 Episodes
MADE IN AMERICA
Series (1 hr) 9 Episodes
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD
MARTIN SCORSESE'S 30TH ANNIVERSARY
MINISERIES
MELVOLINOS
The story of an African Farm
Drama
Language: English
Director: David Lister
Producer: Bonnie Rodini
Cast: Richard E Grant; Kasho Kropinski;
Karim van der Laag; Armin Mueller Stahl
Delivery Status: Post-production
Three children discover the cruelty and foolishness of adults when a sinister man arrives at their farm claiming to be related to the Duke of Wellington and Queen Victoria.
ON A LIMB (THE LONG SUPPER)
Comedy
Language: English
Director: Robert Heath
Producer: Joy Mellins & Dave Shanks
Cast: Henry Goodman; Neil Stuke;
Julianne White; Costa Milton
Delivery Status: Post-production
Comedy set around a chef who’s TV ratings are plummeting, and a night in which he hosts a dinner party for his influential guests. A comedy siege, where the captors become the captives.
A HEADFUL OF SNAKES
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Paul Marcus
Producer: Leopold St-Pierre
Co-Prod Partners: Marie Vine & Barry Gill
Cast: TBC
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: UK/Canada
A pair of Average Joes, vaguely dissatisfied with their lot, get sucked deeper and deeper into a dark intrigue in their quest for that big, once-in-a-lifetime score that will set everything right.
DANGER ZONE
Suspense Thriller
Language: English
Director: Leszek Burzynski
Producer: Suzanne Lyons & Kate Robbins
Co-Prod Partners: Marie Vine & Tom Parkhouse
Cast: Daryl Hannah
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: UK/Canada
A young woman witnesses a bombing and for her own safety is placed in witness protection, only to find she is still in the hands of the terrorists.
THE SUSPECT
Suspense Drama
Language: English
Director: Anne Wheeler
Producer: Nick Orchard
Cast: Donald Sutherland
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Canada
80 year old George commits the near perfect murder, but living with it torments his mind and plagues him deep into the past.
WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.,
1241 East Main Street, Stamford CT
06902 USA. Tel: 203.328.2511, Fax:
203.359.5168. www.wwen.com
At MIP-TV: Andrew Whitaker (Senior
Vice President & Managing Director,
International TV), Jennifer Tacujan
(Director, International TV & Affiliate
Relations), Michael Prywes
(Assistant, International TV & Affiliate
Relations), Michael Coffey
(Assistant, International TV & Affiliate
Relations).
Office: 12.02, Tel: 33.4.92.99.80.60
RAW
Live Action (52 x 1 hour episodes) (also
available in a 2-hour version)
This live event show is the most exciting
and unpredictable action-packed program
on television.
SMACKDOWN!
Live Action (52 x 1 hour episodes) (also
available in a 2-hour version)
Guaranteed to blow the lid off television
worldwide, SMACKDOWN! is a live-event
program with a brilliant array of talent.
SPECIALS
Live Action (12 x 2.5 hour episodes)
(also available in a 3-hour version)
No one features unique and emotional
stories, unparalleled athleticism and
larger-than-life confrontations like World
Wrestling Entertainment.
VELOCITY
Live Action (52 x 1 hour episodes)
This one-hour, live-event show features
Superstars from “SmackDown!”.
VELOCITY showcases original matches
and entertaining storylines.
AFTER BURN
Live Action (52 x 1 hour episodes)
AFTER BURN is a magazine-style program
that features searching highlights from
“SmackDown!”. Each week, this innovative
show brings fans up to date with rundowns of
the hottest “SmackDown!” stories and matches.

LATE LISTINGS

F FOR FILM

F for Film, 11 rue Ricquier, Bat A, 2ème étage, Vernon 72200 France. Tel: 33.2.32.54.05. 96. Fax: 33.2.32.36.86.49. www.f-for-film.com, sales@f-for-film.com
At MIP-TV: Margarita Seguy
(Acquisition & sales manager)
Office: H.4.35 Media Umbrella
SKINHEAD ATTITUDE
Documentary (58’ or 90’)
Language: English/French with
French/English subtitles
Director: Daniel Schweizer
Producer: Samir & Werner Schweizer
Co-Production Partners: Disjoint
Ventschr/ADR Productions/Cameo
Films/Horizon Films/SFDRS/ARTE/ZDF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: Switzerland
Skinhead attitude is a musical journey
which, by following Karole a modern
skinhead girl with a traditional and anti-
racist attitude and her companions, draws
a portrait of contemporary young
skinheads.

PORTEURS D’EAU (WATER CARRIERS)
Documentary (52’)
Language: Spanish with English or
French subtitles
Director: Carlos Rendon Zpaguata
Producer: F For Film
Co-Production Partners: f for
film/Farravox/Audiovisuales/France5/RT
BF/DRTV
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of
Origin: France
The gradual disappearance of this
ecosystem threatens the survival of the
inhabitants of the small villages in this
area.

LEYLA ZANA, A CRY FROM JAIL
Documentary (52’)
Director: Kurdish/French
Language: Kurdish/German
Producer: Jean Marie Boulet
Co-Production Partners: Artefilm/TV 10
Angers/Couleur Films - 2003
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2002, Country of
Origin: France
About the first Kurdish woman elected as
Member of Parliament in Turkey.
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